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Preface 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This thesis describes the challenges and opportunities that western entrepreneurs and managers will 

encounter when they start operational activities in sub Saharan Africa. It is the result of many hours 

reading about the context for doing business in Africa and the effects on the ever growing amount of e-

waste dumped in underdeveloped areas in the world and 20 inspiring interviews. The interviews were 

conducted with Dutch managers with extensive experience in managing operational activities in Africa. 

The companies that the interviewees represent vary highly with regard to the activities in Africa. But the 

personal experiences that were shared by the interviewees all indicate that doing business in Africa may 

be challenging, but that is compensated by the warmth and the human touch in doing business in Africa. 

All interviewees shared high hopes for the economic potential of sub Saharan Africa. On average the 

interviews lasted 1 hour and 20 minutes. Only two interviews lasted less than one hour and a couple of 

interviews resulted in almost 3 hours of inspiration. Remko, Addie, Ron, Jeroen, Robert, Rob, Barbara, 

Bart, Henk, Stephan, Chris, Fred, Huibert, Evert, Rob, Frans, Philip, Leander, Haijo and Maarten: Thank 

you so much for your contribution! 

 

Apart from the first names mentioned above, the respondents who cooperated in the interviews for this 

thesis will remain anonymous. That promise was made at the beginning of the interview and allowed that 

respondents could speak more freely. Therefore, there are no quotes in this thesis that can in any way lead 

back to a named respondent. All respondents are numbered (not named) and the statements in the result 

chapter have a reference to one or more respondents using numbers. For the same reason he details of 

companies that were interviewed are not included in the thesis or the appendices. On requests details of 

the respondents are available at Technical University Eindhoven. Requests of this nature should include a 

motivation for acquiring the identities of respondents and the companies they worked for at the time of 

the interview. 

 

In order to increase the readability of this thesis I have taken some “short cuts” in the text. In this thesis 

Africa is used for Sub-Saharan Africa unless otherwise indicated. “Doing business” is used for having 

operational activities in Africa. The only exception to this is the review of the book “Doing business in 

Africa”. Also the terms “western” and “European” are used as if they are interchangeable. Last but not 

least, where in this thesis a respondent is addressed as “he” or the answers are labelled “his” answers this 

always refers to answers from respondents from both sexes.  

 

The interviews were a true treasure trove for my research. A lore of valuable information was shared with 

me during these interviews. An even bigger treasure were the personal stories that accompanied the 

responses to my questions. Some stories brought tears to my eyes, others triggered intense laughter. But 

"In theory, there is no difference 
between theory and practice.  

In practice there is...." 
(Yogi Berra) 
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every experience shared changed my thinking and change the way I appreciate my working life, my 

personal life and the personal relations I have formed with many people. I owe a big thank-you to my 

supervisors Otto and Henny, who were not only a great support and inspiration in shaping the research 

and the thesis, but who contributed to a large extent to my understanding of Sub Saharan Africa based on 

their personal experience. Our meetings always lasted longer than anticipated and I left them in high 

spirits. My gratitude extends to Andreas, who helped me to gain an elementary understanding in the 

history of philosophy in an hour and a half (sic!) and took on the role as third assessor. Last but not least 

thanks and love to my husband for his support, to my son Lorenz for ensuring that I keep fit and eat 

healthy and my daughter Marie-Eliane, who started as a student of industrial engineering at the same 

university.  

 

Benedicte van Houtert 

December 14th, 2017 
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Summary 
 

E-waste is a growing problem that concerns many regions of the world. E-waste contains many poisonous 

components and improper handling of e-waste is full of risks for human health and the natural 

environment. In many cases e-waste is dumped in in developing countries. Some very large e-waste 

dumping sites are in Africa. There are also opportunities for business in handling e-waste. Money can be 

made by recovering valuable materials from e-waste and reselling these on the global market. In addition, 

e-waste provides an income for people in developing countries decomposing e-waste. Only a handful of 

mostly western companies in the world have the equipment that is required to harvest valuable materials 

from e-waste. It seems therefore logical that western companies that have the technology to harvest these 

materials operate or consider to operate near the dumping sites in Africa. Currently, there is no indication 

that this cooperation takes place.  

There are reasons to suppose that differences in values associated with culture, attitudes and beliefs cause 

the lack of successful business cooperation in the e-waste sector in the African context. These cultural 

differences may be caused by differences in what Kelsall has called “social grain”. It is relevant to 

explore how differences in social grain affect cooperation between western and African companies. There 

may be a way to build successful cooperation by blending existing values and practices in Africa with 

western style professional business values. This thesis aims to formulate a way for cooperation between 

western companies and African partners that incorporates both (aspects of) African and western values 

and ways of working in order to handle e-waste in a sustainable way. This research seeks to identify 

possible synergies by combining strengths from both social environments. This research also seeks to 

define how the technological capabilities from western companies can be embedded in Africa to ensure 

development and innovation with regard to e-waste. By focusing on the cooperation between Western 

companies and African institutions and businesses in the context of the existing social grain in Africa, this 

study deviates from earlier studies. It is the first step in formulating an intercultural theory of doing 

business in an optimal way in sub-Saharan Africa. 

An overview of existing literature has revealed that companies doing business in sub Saharan Africa will 

be faced with several challenges. In “The Bottom Billion” Paul Collier mentions 4 poverty traps that 

cause an unsupportive business context in Africa. A more optimistic view is presented in “Doing business 

in Africa” by Van Lem and colleagues. This book described strategies and tactics that western companies 

can apply when doing business in Africa. However, both books present a very limited view on the 

business context in Africa. They both fail to include the main form of business in Africa, small and 

medium enterprises, in their scope. And both books lack attention to the strong social networks that make 

up the business context ins Africa. The mutual obligations between members of these networks will affect 

intercompany cooperation and relationships between western management and African peers and 

employees. In other articles the weak institutional environment and the related corruption and unreliable 

infrastructure are addressed. Both increase the cost of doing business and thus hamper economic 

performance of companies. From literature search it has become apparent that western companies aspiring 

to do business in Africa will face challenges in the institutional environment, in existing social grain and 

available knowledge and experience. 

 

The three areas of challenges resemble the layers of the model for capacity building described by 

Kroesen, Darson and Ndegwah (2015). With help of this model the business context that foreign 
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companies encounter when doing business in Africa will be analyzed. In this model capacity building 

consists of IESA, VAB and IE. IESA stands for insights, experience, skills and algorithm of expedience 

and refers to the ability to do something. VAB stands for values, attitudes and beliefs and concern the 

underlying code of behavior and codes of thinking. This layer was detailed with the 7 dimensions of 

culture as defined by Trompenaars and the dimension on power distance from the model described by 

Hofstede. IE refers to the enabling institutional environment. The three layers reinforce each other and 

capacity building can only be successful in the long run if all three layers contribute sufficiently.  

 

To analyze the African business context that western companies will encounter, 20 interviews have been 

conducted with western people that have experience with operational activities in Africa. The interviews 

conducted were of a semi-structured nature. A list of questions was formulated using the theoretical 

model to ensure to that questions related to the available knowledge, the existing values, attitudes and 

beliefs and the enabling environment were formulated. Questions formulated concerned available 

knowledge in Africa, corruption, the role of social networks, the relations with the government, the legal 

system and challenges and opportunities in the African business context in general. Additional questions 

allowed interviewees to address subjects outside the direct scope of the questions.  

 

Based on the interviews it must be concluded that there are ample attractive possibilities for western 

companies to have operational activities in Africa. Western companies that operate successfully in Africa 

blend western ways of working with African social grain and build on possible synergies by combining 

strengths from both social environments. The companies impose to western professional business values 

like coming on time, keeping appointments and refraining from stealing on their employees. Equally 

important is the fact that interviewees try to refrain from corruption and rent-seeking as much as possible. 

However, in some sectors it is difficult or impossible to do business without bribing government officials 

to award the project.  

 

African partners and employees need to have certain level of knowledge and experience in order to 

complement the technical knowledge of western companies. In general, the vocational training in Africa 

is up to standard, although the percentage of people with sufficient vocational training may be low in 

comparison with western countries. Problematic is the fact that employees lack experience to apply the 

knowledge. Advanced technical knowledge usually needs to be brought in by western specialists. More 

difficult to handle is the fact that African people are not accustomed to planning and taking initiative and 

this is deeply rooted in the culture.  

 

Existing values and attitudes, beliefs are deeply embedded in the existing social grain in Africa and affect 

cooperation of African companies and African people. Western companies aspiring to do business in 

Africa will experience that relations in Africa are built on trust and personal relations. This makes a very 

warm business culture. Another aspect of the social grain is the role of the extended family networks. 

There is constant pressure on the members of the network to ensure benefits for family or clan members. 

Western managers need to be highly involved in the selection of staff members and the promotion of 

employees to prevent HR managers selecting their own kin without paying attention to required 

knowledge and skills. Western managers also need to ensure mix of ethnicities and families in their staff 

to prevent that one clan of family will start to dominate the company and exert power over other 

employees. It becomes clear that African and western business context differ to a significant extent on the 
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7 cultural dimensions as described by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner and dimension on power 

distance model by Hofstede.  

 

The existing institutional environment in Africa is far from supportive in most countries. The ever present 

corruption hampers performance of companies. Western companies try to refrain from participation in 

corruption, but this is not easy. In addition, western companies experience a lack of support from the 

diplomatic framework. Another challenge in the institutional environment is the  lack of a trustworthy 

legal system. This forces companies to solve issues between partner using their personal relations.   

 

For sustainable handling of e-waste cooperation between western companies, who have the required 

complex technology, and African SMEs and people in the African business context is necessary. Two 

major challenges are related to this cooperation. One concerns the available knowledge and experience to 

install and work with the complex technology. Continuous personal interaction with employees is also 

required to ensure that they work in accordance to the standards that are required by plant management 

for safe and efficient operations.  The second one concerns interaction with government officials to 

import the equipment and get the required licenses without succumbing to corruption. Personal 

connections to the relevant government officials will help to solve this issue. Nevertheless, once 

government officials understand that the business case for harvesting valuable materials is profitable they 

will ensure their share of the benefits in.  

 

Based on the findings in this research the theoretical model for capacity building can be refined when 

focused on doing business. The model is build up of three different layers. However, within the layers 

some aspects are way more important than others for doing business. A refined model for capacity 

building is presented in this thesis where more distinction has been made in the elements that make up 

IESA, VAB and IE. The development of a tool or model based on the model for capacity building refined 

with the model for cultural dimensions can help to evaluate the cooperation between western people and 

companies and African people and companies in the African business context. This can help to 

understand why so many projects for instance by NGOs are failing or why some business initiatives by 

western entrepreneurs fail in Africa while others succeed.  

 

This research is a first step in formulating an intercultural theory on cooperation in the African business 

context. There is ample room for further research. Big differences exist between the 49 countries that 

make up Sub Saharan Africa. Follow up research focusing on differences within Africa can be executed 

along several axes. One of these axes is the colonial history and another concerns differences between 

Anglophone and Francophone countries. Another axe is to research a sector like the e-waste sector in 

more depth. Another angle for follow up research concerns the growing role of IT and 

telecommunications, which will, no doubt, change the context for doing business in Africa.   
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1 Introduction: e-waste, the hazards and urban mining  
 

1.1  E-waste – the problems 
E-waste is a growing problem that concerns many regions of the world. Waste consisting of electronic 

equipment is called e-waste. In many cases e-waste is referred to waste coming from ICT equipment 

(Nnoroma, Osibanjo, 2008). However, e-waste does not only consist of ICT related e-waste. All 

appliances containing electronic components like for instance dishwashers and vacuum cleaners, are to be 

taken into account (Robinson, 2009). E-waste contains many poisonous components and improper 

handling of e-waste is full of risks for human health and the natural environment (Nnorom, Osibanjo, 

2008). It is difficult to establish the exact size of the e-waste stream, since the majority of e-waste flows 

are not registered (Yu, Williams, Ju, Shao, 2010).  It is however easy to establish that the e-waste flow is 

growing (Widmer et al. 2005).  

 

E-waste is problematic, since it is very toxic and often ends up in landfills. Before e-waste is dumped it is 

mechanically dismantled and burned to harvest valuable components like copper. The remainder of the e-

waste ends up in landfills and toxic components are likely to contaminate air and water (Robinson, 2009).  

E-waste landfills are reported to contain heavy metals such as mercury, cadmium, arsenic and organic 

contaminants like polychlorinated byphenyls (Terazono, et al. 2006). Dismantling takes place on dumping 

sites and in backyard recycling shops without adequate protection from toxic components. These 

unhealthy working conditions and the dumping of toxic scrap affects human health negatively. Dumping 

of toxic scrap also destroys the natural environment (Nnorom, 2008). The health of people living near 

dumping sites is negatively affected by handling e-waste, since they breathe, drink and eat toxic e-waste 

components unconsciously. In Guangdong, the largest e-waste dumping site in China, toxic residue that 

exceeds the maximum level for health has been found in humans. People in Guangdong suffer from 

diseases and DNA damage resulting from exposure to specific toxic elements originating in e-waste 

Fig 1: Burning e-waste on a dumping site in Africa. 
Source: https://www.smithsonianmag.com 
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(Robinson, 2009). Many e-waste sites are located in Africa. It can be assumed that e-waste sites in Africa 

affect the health of people living near dumping sites in a similar way. The current number of people 

suffering from health problems or premature death caused by e-waste is unclear. However, it is clear that 

since the stream of e-waste is growing, the number of people affected will be growing.  

E-waste and the negative effects on human health and the natural environment are problems in developing 

countries, because, although e-waste is generated in developed countries, it is dumped in developing 

countries. Exporting e-waste is officially banned by the Basel convention, but a large informal e-waste 

stream (UNEP, 2015) is exported to developing countries. Disguised as second hand equipment e-waste is 

re-used, recycled, or dismantled and dumped (Terazono, et al. 2006). Many developing countries lack 

policies for adequate handling of e-waste and thus toxic components end up in the natural environment. 

Even in cases where regulations are in place to protect humans and nature from exposure to toxic residue, 

reinforcement of these policies is usually not in place (Nnorom, 2008). As a result, there are unhealthy 

working situations in backyard recycling shops and toxic scrap is dumped in landfills (Nnorom, 2008).  

The problem of e-waste is growing. It is estimated that the generation of e-waste grows with 5% to 10% 

each year. In 2010, about 57.4 million tonnes of e-waste has been generated and it is estimated that 

approximately 75 million tonnes have been generated by 2015 (United Nations University, 2017).  

This strong growth has two causes. The number of electronic devices such as PCs, mobile telephones, 

tablets game consoles etc. being produced and sold is growing rapidly. More and more people are in 

possession of this kind of devices. In addition to this, the life time of such devices is shortening due to the 

rapid developments in functionalities and capacity in newer versions of the equipment (Nnorom, 2008). 

This results in a growing amount of e-waste and more and more e-waste ends up in developing countries.  

 

1.2 E-waste – opportunities 
E-waste is a growing problem, but when e-waste is handled in a sustainable manner it can also provide 

opportunities for economic activities. Firstly, e-waste contains many valuable materials. Money can be 

made by recovering these valuable materials and reselling these on the global market. Amongst valuable 

e-waste components are copper, aluminum, gold, silver, lead, zinc and iron. Metal oxides and plastics can 

be recovered as well (Nnorom, 2008). Some e-waste can even be regarded as high-graded ore. Some e-

waste residue (e.g. plastics) can be used as fuel in energy recovery (Nnorom, 2008). Money can be made 

with e-waste, provided that these materials can be recovered in a cost effective way. If the recycling is 

done in a sustainable way, the negative effects on human health and on the natural environment can also 

be minimized.   

 

In addition to being a source of valuable materials, e-waste provides an income for people in developing 

countries handling e-waste. People in developing countries make a living decomposing e-waste and can 

thus provide for their family. In many cases rich countries pay for being able to deliver e-waste to 

developing countries. This provides financial means that could be allocated for the benefit of a country. 

However, it must be made clear that since the e-waste flow is illegal in many cases the money is most 

probably not used for development of the country (Schmidt, 2006). 
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1.3 The Basel convention and its flaws 
Many of the risks related to e-waste are effectuated in developing countries, since they are usually on the 

receiving end of the e-waste stream (Nnorom, 2008). In order to counter this e-waste flow, many 

countries ratified the Basel Convention on e-waste. Unfortunately, the United States of America, a large 

contributor to the generation of e-waste, did not completely ratify the Basel Convention (Basel 

convention, 2011). The Basel convention aims at controlling the export and import of hazardous waste 

and the reuse, recycling, handling and dumping of this waste in the importing countries (Basel 

convention, 2011). The text underlying the convention was adopted on 22 March 1989 and states that the 

transboundary movements of hazardous waste must be controlled in order to ensure that the production of 

hazardous waste is diminished and environmentally sound management will be applied in case waste 

containing toxic elements comes into existence. Transboundary movement of hazardous waste is 

permitted in case that sustainable management of toxic waste is guaranteed by the receiving country 

(Basel convention, 2011).   

 

 
Fig 2: A map of e-waste routes 

Source: R3 Recycling 

 

Despite the Basel Convention being in place a large flow of e-waste to developing countries continues 

(Yu et al.,2010). This is possible since e-waste is mainly transported in the informal sector and in the 

formal sector e-waste is often labelled second-hand IT equipment. Prima vista, it is difficult to make a 

distinction between e-waste and second hand ICT equipment. But about 50% of second hand ICT 
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equipment is not functional when it arrives in developing countries and should therefore be classified as 

e-waste (Nnorom, 2008).  

 

1.4 Technology and e-waste  
As stated above e-waste contains materials that are both toxic and valuable. It seems therefore logical to 

ensure that e-waste is decomposed and handled in a way that valuable and toxic components are harvested 

and made available for re-use and to refrain from dumping materials as much as possible. When dumped, 

components will end up in the natural environment and damage nature and human health. When harvested 

the materials provide a source of income. 

 

Handling of waste in order to harvest valuable materials consists of two steps. First, e-waste is 

dismantled. Currently, e-waste is often mechanically dismantled and turned into scrap. In developing 

countries this means that simple tooling like hammers, is used to decompose the e-waste. The next step is 

to harvest only valuable materials from the scrapped e-waste. In rich countries technology is used to 

extract copper, gold and other minerals from the scrap (Trischler, Oldenziel, 2016). A handful of 

companies in the world have the equipment that is required to harvest valuable materials from e-waste. 

The recovery capacity is the result of large investments in e-waste processing processes, knowledge and 

equipment. Companies in the e-waste recovery sector are often large multinational companies (Trischler, 

Oldenziel, 2016). Bio-metallurgical processing of e-waste consists of the use of funghi and bacteria to 

leach metal from scrapped electronic waste. This is currently in use only in rich countries (Robinson, 

2009).  

 

In developing countries people handling e-waste lack the technology to handle e-waste in a sustainable 

way. In developing countries e-waste is dismantled by Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and people 

working in the informal sector. People try to harvest valuable materials despite this lack of adequate 

technology. E-waste is burned and people use liquids to dissolve non-valuable materials (Robinson, 

2009). Stripping of metals in open pit acid baths, recovery of electronic components from circuit boards 

by heating and burning plastic coating from copper cables are common practices. These primitive 

recycling operations are executed without adequate protective equipment for people (Zhao, Zhou, Wang, 

Zha, Xu, Rao, Ma, Huang, Wang, 2009).  
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Introducing affordable technology to SMEs in developing 

countries and educating people living around e-waste sites 

can help to reduce the hazardous effects of e-waste. 

Education and training on mechanical decomposition of e-

waste in a safe way helps to prevent negative effects on 

human health (Widmer, 2005). For hydro, pyro and bio-

metallurgical decomposition of e-waste investment in 

equipment and training of workers is required in order to 

execute these processes in a sustainable way. Introducing 

technology helps preventing that toxic residue ends up in 

the air, soil or water. This way, the health of workers will 

not be affected negatively nor will the health of people 

living near dumpsites be affected negatively. In addition, 

more valuable components will be recycled when processes 

are executed efficiently (Yu et al. 2010). Handling e-waste 

will thus become more profitable.  

 

A pilot project in China combines the capacity for mechanical dismantling by SMEs and people working 

in the informal sector with advanced recycling capabilities from a western company for chemical 

processes. The advanced recycling capabilities include highly effective processes for purification of air 

and water (Yu, Williams, Ju, Shao, 2010). Initially, the pilot project experienced a lack of e-waste to 

maintain efficient operations. However, after repositioning the project and intensifying the cooperation 

with informal e-waste gatherers and the local community, more dismantled e-waste was delivered to the 

processing plant and the pilot can be considered successful (Yu et al, 2010). This pilot indicates that it 

seems important for companies that possess the capabilities and technology for large scale urban mining 

in e-waste to cooperate with people working in the informal sector, local institutions and firms to 

complete the entire chain for handling e-waste as described above and be successful in sustainable and 

profitable recycling of e-waste. The success of the pilot shows that it is also feasible to work on e-waste 

as described in this paragraph.  

 

1.5  E-waste in Africa 
As described above the capacities to handle e-waste in a sustainable manner are not readily available in 

developing countries. These countries lack capabilities and regulation to minimize the negative effects of 

e-waste on human health and the natural environment. Rich countries, like countries in Europe, have the 

equipment that is required to harvest valuable materials from e-waste in a sustainable way. The harvesting 

of valuable materials is attractive since the materials can be resold on the world market (Nnorom, 2008). 

There are many e-waste dumping site in the world (R3 Recycling, 2015). Some large e-waste dumping 

sites are in Africa. It seems therefore logical that western companies that have the technology to harvest 

these materials operate or consider to operate near the dumping sites in Africa. Currently, there is no 

indication that western companies that have the technology to handle e-waste and harvest valuable 

materials from e-waste are actually operating near dumping sites in Africa. Nevertheless, some form of 

local cooperation between SMEs and people in the informal sector in Africa and western companies that 

have the technology for harvesting materials from e-waste seems a promising solution for the growing 

amount of e-waste being dumped in Africa. The mechanical decomposition of e-waste can remain with 

Fig 3: what’s in a notebook’s printed circuit 
board 

Source: http://www.downtoearth.org.in 
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SMEs and with people working in the informal sector. For hydro, pyro and bio-metallurgical 

decomposition of e-waste western companies can provide the technology, investment in equipment, and 

training of workers in order to execute these processes in a sustainable way. The companies can harvest 

the valuable materials and sell these on the world market.  

 

However, despite the fact that in recent years the attention for doing business in Africa by western 

companies has grown, this type of cooperation is not yet effectuated.  

 

 

1.6 Renewed attention for doing business in Africa. 
Sub Saharan Africa has recently experienced unprecedented growth. After 2000 the GDP growth in many 

sub Saharan countries has reached levels of around 5% per annum (Lem, Van Tulder, Geleynse, 2013).  

In 2017 the average growth in sub Saharan African countries was 2,4%, but economic growth is expected 

to increase again up to 3,5% in the following years. Some countries are expected to experience up to 9% 

growth of GDP in 2018 (Focus economics, 2017). Recently, seven African countries were in the top ten 

of fastest growing economies in the world. Africa’s population is growing, there is a rising of the middle 

class and infrastructure is being improved (Lem, Van Tulder, Geleynse, 2013). This all makes Africa an 

interesting continent in which to exploit business opportunities for western companies. However, doing 

business in Africa comes with challenges. Africa hosts the majority of the one billion people stuck in the 

poverty trap. Africa is home to many domestic and cross-border armed conflicts and is still perceived as a 

continent with many countries suffering from bad governance (Collier 2007). And there is a big 

difference in culture between western countries and countries in Africa. Kelsall characterizes these 

differences as “differences in social grain” (Kelsall, 2008). Despite these challenges, there seem to be 

attractive business opportunities in sub Saharan Africa for western companies.  

 

When focusing on e-waste it seems logical that western companies that have the technology to harvest 

valuable materials from e-waste and African countries, companies and people cooperate to handle e-waste 

in a sustainable way. This way western companies benefit from the business opportunity of urban mining 

and Africa benefits from employment and countering negative effects of dumping e-waste. The fact that 

there are western companies that are successful in doing business in Africa suggests that a cooperation of 

the kind, that is needed for handling e-waste, could be feasible. However, until now the cooperation 

between western companies and African companies, institutions and people has not yet been effectuated 

in the e-waste sector. Differences in values associated with culture, attitudes and beliefs may be major 

causes for the lack of successful business cooperation. Studies indicate that power structures in Africa and 

African social structures also impact business relations in Africa (Anedo, 2012). Western companies 

active in the e-waste sector and contemplating establishing operational activities in Africa would benefit 

from knowledge about factors that influence successful business operations on that continent. It is 

therefore necessary to establish what is known about doing business in Africa. What are the hurdles that a 

company has to take and what are the burdens companies come across when trying to establish a market 

for their products and services or when establishing operations in sub Saharan Africa? Experience with 

cultural, institutional and other differences in business context between Africa and western countries 

gained by companies, that have had operational activities in Africa, should be made explicit and shared. 

Both successful companies and unsuccessful companies can contribute in defining lessons about the 

African business context and how this differs from a western business context. Companies that are active 
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in the e-waste sector can tap into this experience to create successful operations in Africa to ensure 

sustainable handling of e-waste, while generating a profit.    
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2 Research question 
 

The growing amount of e-waste exported to Africa is causing problems for the health of people living 

near dumping sites and damages the natural environment. This can be prevented if e-waste is handled in a 

sustainable way. The dismantling of e-waste by SMEs in Africa and harvesting valuable materials by 

western companies are complementary activities to handle e-waste in a sustainable way. People and 

SMEs in Africa make a living dismantling e-waste, while western companies have the technology to 

harvest and sell valuable materials in e-waste in a sustainable way. In order to exploit these synergies, it is 

necessary for western companies to establish e-waste handling operations in Africa and develop the 

necessary cooperation between western companies, and African organizations, companies and people. In 

a pilot project in China, SMEs and people working in the informal sector dismantle e-waste mechanically 

and cooperate with western companies with advanced recycling capabilities for chemical processes (Yu, 

et al., 2010) demonstrating the feasibility of, and benefits from this kind of synergy. A similar kind of 

cooperation to handle e-waste in a sustainable way has not yet come into existence in Africa.  

 

Harvesting valuable materials from e-waste is a challenging process and only few companies are 

specialized in doing this. The companies that have this technology and have implemented the relevant 

processes had to invest heavily in establishing the required organizational and technological infrastructure 

(Trischler, Oldenziel, 2016). Working with complex technology requires professional standards that 

include pro-activity and planning for maintenance, and a sense of responsibility to keep the operations 

safe and efficient. In addition, complex processes on a large scale require cooperation around different 

operational processes. The cooperation and communication between team members can be influenced 

profoundly by cultural differences (Owen, 2016). Thus, there are reasons to suppose that differences in 

values associated with culture, attitudes and beliefs cause the lack of successful business cooperation in 

the e-waste sector in the African context. These cultural differences may be caused by differences in what 

Kelsall has called “social grain”. In order to bring cooperation of western companies in Africa about, it is 

relevant to explore how differences in social grain affect cooperation between western and African 

companies. There may be a way to build successful cooperation by blending existing values and practices 

in Africa with western style professional business values. At face value, the African business context 

differs from the western business context by different power structures and different social structures. 

Business relations in Africa are impacted by these structures. Asian foreign companies work to some 

extent around practices like local patron-client relationships and paternalism and seem to be more 

successful in the African environment than western companies. Most western companies try to maintain 

their values of meritocracy, separation of business and personal spheres and so on. Kelsall characterizes 

these differences in terms of “differences in social grain”. He suggests that the Asian approach of 

blending in and steering clear of involvement in local politics may prove to be a more successful in Africa 

than the typical western approach (Kelsall, 2008).  

 

It seems that in scientific literature there is room for additional research examining building successful 

business cooperation blending African values and practices with western professional business values and 

practices. Even in specialized journals like the Journal of African Business, there is not much literature on 

organizational theory, industrial and labor relations, and international business in Africa, (Zoogah, 2008).  

 

The research question in this thesis is therefore formulated as follows:  
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How can the cooperation between western companies and African partners be shaped in a way that 

incorporates both (aspects of) Africa and western values and ways of working in order to handle e-waste 

in a sustainable way?  And can this cooperation be based on a trade-off between western ways of working 

and African social grain, while also seeking to identify and utilize possible synergies by combining 

strengths from both social environments? 

 

 

Sub-questions are formulated to define how the technological capabilities from western companies can be 

embedded in Africa to ensure development and innovation with regard to e-waste:  

- What knowledge and experience do African partners need to have to successfully cooperate with 

western companies in handling e-waste in a sustainable manner? 

- How do existing values and attitudes, beliefs embedded in the existing social grain in Africa 

affect cooperation of African companies and African people (values - such as taking 

responsibility, internal discipline, openness, loyalty, meanings, beliefs - expressed in attitudes and 

codes of behavior) and how will this affect the handling of e-waste in a sustainable way? 

- How and to what extent does the existing institutional environment embedded in the existing 

social grain (social institutions, policies and regulations supporting particular values and attitudes, 

organization for capacity building) enable western companies to operate in the African business 

context? 

These subquestion are based on the model for capacity building as described by Kroesen, Darson, 

Ndegwah, (Kroesen, Darson, Ndegwah, 2015). This model will be explained in chapter 4 of this thesis.  

 

This research aims at generating a deeper insight in the potential for, and the problems of cooperation 

between western companies and African partners. This knowledge can be used to improve such 

cooperation for handling e-waste in a sustainable manner. Therefore, the last sub-question is:  

- Based on the outcome of the answers to the research questions formulated above: which 

opportunities and which challenges exist for the cooperation between western companies and 

African people, businesses and organizations in the e-waste sector? 

 

 

 

2.1 Scientific relevance  
This research aims at establishing social factors that must be taken into account for successful cooperation 

between wester companies and African companies and people in the African business context. The result 

of this study will be translated into guidelines for cooperation with regard to implementing sustainable 

handling of e-waste in Africa. Sustainable handling of e-waste will improve the living conditions for the 

people living and working near dumping sites and thus contribute to their welfare. The harvesting of 

valuable materials can contribute to economic growth in Africa. This way this thesis fits within the global 

sustainability track within the master innovation sciences.   

 

In recent years, in western nations the attention for doing business in Africa has increased. With that the 

number of articles that generate knowledge on the way transactions are executed in Africa, the interaction 

between companies and institutions in Africa and the management of human resources has increased 

(Zoogah, 2008). Although literature about cooperation of western companies in Africa exists, this thesis 
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complements the existing research in two ways. First, a lot existing research about the cooperation 

between Western institutions and companies and African institutions and companies usually examines the 

results of programs from supranational institutions that focus on “Good Governance” and development in 

African countries. That implies that these studies focus on the economic and institutional aspects of such 

development cooperation (Kelsall, 2008). Other studies focus on entrepreneurship in the African context 

or discuss the current role of western companies in certain sectors in Africa. This study seeks to identify 

the way companies can successfully operate in the existing environment -without trying to change it-,  

while focusing on the differences in social grain that may affect this cooperation. Secondly, many articles 

apply western theories on e.g. organizational behavior, planning and strategy or human resource 

management to the African context. However, and especially in qualitative research, the application of 

western theories does not display a strong fit with the African business context (Zoogah, 2008). There is 

little research about the differences between African attitudes, values and beliefs and western attitudes, 

values and beliefs and how these differences affect western companies operating in an African business 

context. By focusing on the cooperation between Western companies and African institutions and 

businesses in the context of the existing social grain in Africa, this study deviates from earlier studies. It 

is the first step in formulating an intercultural theory of doing business in an optimal way in sub-Saharan 

Africa. 

 

 

2.2 Structure of the thesis 
First, a review of existing literature dealing with doing business in Africa will be presented in chapter 3. 

In chapter 4 a theoretical model is presented. The theoretical model reflects the assumptions that form the 

basis for this research. The theoretical model will be the basis for the analysis of the business context, that 

foreign companies will encounter when doing business in Africa. The research questions will be answered 

by interviewing company representatives with a western background that have experience with 

operational activities in Africa. During a set of interviews conducted for this research interviewees were 

requested to share their experience with cultural differences. This way it will become apparent how the 

differences in social grain affect business relations and how a western company can nevertheless 

successfully operate in the African business context. The literature review and the theoretical model will 

serve as input for the list of interview questions. In chapter 5 the setup of the interviews and the case 

selection are described. In chapter 6 the results of the interviews will be presented. The research questions 

will be answered in chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 7 is based the outcomes of the interviews and chapter 8 

reflects on the impact of the interview-results on the theoretical framework and addresses the implications 

for sustainable handling of e-waste in Africa. Last but not least, a reflection on the limitations of this 

research and indications for further research based on the outcomes are presented in chapter 9.  
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3 Review of existing literature 
The literature review will assess the current state of knowledge about the business context in Africa. The 

existing literature will not only provide an overview of the current business context that western 

companies will encounter in Africa. It will also set a context for questions that will need to be asked to 

identify the challenges and opportunities that western companies will encounter, when having operational 

activities in Africa and cooperate with African people and companies.  

 

For the literature review two books will be analyzed: one giving a positive view on doing business in 

Africa and one book with a more pessimistic view. This way a complementary view on the business 

opportunities in Africa can be created. The book reviews will be completed with articles from scientific 

and business nature on operational activities in Africa. The literature overview is focused on literature that 

identifies burdens and obstacles for doing business in Africa on one hand and identifies opportunities on 

the other hand. The following research question was formulated to direct the search for relevant literature: 

“What are obstacles and opportunities that companies face when wanting to do business in Sub Saharan 

Africa according to existing literature?” 

 

The first book is “The Bottom Billion” by Paul Collier. The reason to choose this book is that it is praised 

abundantly and is cited frequently in the media. The second book is “Doing Business in Africa” which is 

an effort to stress the business opportunities for western companies in contemporary Africa. This book is 

a joint production of Erasmus University, the NABC (Dutch African Business Council) and Berenschot, a 

leading consultancy firm in The Netherlands. In addition, 28 articles dealing with enterprises, cultural 

values and phenomena that affect doing business in Africa, have been collected from several scientific 

journals. The scientific articles have been used to broaden the perspective on the key statements made in 

“The Bottom Billion” and “Doing Business in Africa”. For the identification of scientific literature, the 

databases of University of Amsterdam, Tilburg University, Maastricht University and Eindhoven 

University of Technology have been searched during the second half of 2016. Following key words have 

been used in combination with search term “Africa”: politics; business context; economic policy 

corruption, neopatrimonialism, enterprises, investment climate, firm, entrepreneur. Cpmbinations of these 

key words have been used to refine results of search engines. Another starting point were the articles from 

the hands of two authors known to be knowledgeable on Afica: Tim Kelsall and Goren Hyden. Other 

articles have been identified from the articles found, using the bibliography attached to the articles. 

 

It was found that research on African business context and firms operating in this context is relatively 

limited, despite the increased attention to the opportunities Africa offers for western companies. This 

knowledge is relevant for western companies that want to cooperate with African companies. 

Understanding the cultural background in which firms and individuals operate is more important than 

ever due to increased globalization. Knowing other cultures is essential when operating on a global scale 

across borders and be successful, since prevailing values and beliefs are the basis for employee 

motivation and interaction in business relations (Anedo, 2012). The characteristics of the African business 

environment and the effects on firm performance and growth potential is relatively unexplored. 

Nevertheless, if companies want to exploit opportunities offered by Africa or want to contribute to 

economic development of this continent knowledge about the local business context is crucial for success 
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(Tvedten, Hansen, Jeppesen, 2013). Also, the history that shaped social and cultural factors and thus the 

business context must be studied to understand why the economy is functioning as it does. It must be 

understood how deeply values, attitudes and beliefs are rooted in the African society and thus shaping 

business relations. In order to get a reliable picture of doing business in Africa the voices of African 

businessmen and women need to be included in the analysis (Tignor, 2007).   

 

Unfortunately, the majority of the literature reviewed in this research is written by western authors. 

Western authors will by definition have less understanding of the African cultural and social context than 

authors native to Africa. Relatively few scientific articles with regard to business practices and context 

have been written by African authors and only a handful of articles included in this review describe the 

results of in-depth interviews with African entrepreneurs. In specialized journals like “The Journal for 

African Business” the majority of contributions is from authors of an African background (Zoogah, 

2008).  

 

 

3.1 Paul Collier and the Bottom Billion  

 

In this section “The Bottom Billion” by Paul Collier (2008) will be 

discussed with regard to challenges and opportunities in the existing 

business climate Africa. In “The Bottom Billion” Collier analyzes why 

the poorest countries in the world fail in economic development 

despite international institutional efforts to start and sustain economic 

development. Most of the poorest countries are in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

The aim of “The Bottom Billion” is not to depict the setting for doing 

business in Africa, but to explain why the one billion poorest people 

cannot escape poverty and what can be done about that. The business 

climate for companies and individuals is embedded in the macro-

economic situation Collier describes. The business climate is created 

to a great extent by the institutional environment. A supportive 

business climate is a catalyst for economic development (Siddiqi, 

2010). Therefore, the analysis made by Collier about the cases of 

continuing poverty in Africa is relevant for understanding the business 

climate.  

 

Collier describes 4 traps that may keep African countries in poverty. The “conflict trap” is described as 

the frequent civil wars and coups that the continent has experienced and the high chance of falling back 

into a state of violence and war. Violence and war usually create an unstable environment for doing 

business and thus companies are not likely to invest and operate in regions or countries subject to 

violence and war. The trap called “landlocked with bad neighbors” is related to poor connections to other 

markets and thus limiting the possibilities for economic growth. The “natural resources trap” refers to the 

fact that revenues gained from exploitation of natural resources are not re-invested in industry 

development, but are used for personal gain. In addition, natural resources are a potential source for 

conflicts. Finally, the “bad governance trap” is about weak institutions and neo-patrimonialism including 

rent-seeking and corruption. Bad governance increases the costs of doing business in Africa and makes 

Fig 5: The Bottom Billion 
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the outcome of actions uncertain. According to Collier bad governance causes corruption and rent-seeking 

and unreliable decision processes. This analysis of the economy in Africa is confirmed by other books as 

described by Southall (2008). Bad governance according to Collier is one of the root causes of economic 

stagnation in Africa (Southall, 2008).  

 

The book “The Bottom Billion” is based on extensive analysis of data covering historical events, macro-

economic figures and social patterns. The book gives a brilliant overview of negative characteristics of 

several African societies and it has been well-received. Many of the statements made by Collier are 

supported by academic evidence. Eifert, Gelb and Ramachandran have indicated that the indirect cost of 

doing business in Africa are significantly higher than in western or East-Asian countries. Analysis shows 

that the surplus indirect cost found in Africa is related to bad infrastructure, rent-seeking and lobbying 

(Eifert, Gelb, Ramachandran, 2008). Weak institutions are another form of bad governance and have 

frequently been the subject of academic research. Weak institutions cause unfavorable economic 

developments in a country. One of the causes of weak institutions can be found in the fact that many 

institutions in Africa have been modelled to western institutions. Related para-statal institutions are also 

often influenced by foreigners and transnational institutions. The integration of these institutions and the 

indigenous practices in Africa leave a lot of room for improvement. The deficient institutional 

environment leads to unreliable services and infrastructure in need of repair. Companies that can afford to 

do so build their own infrastructure and the ensure their own services where necessary. Governmental 

institutions express a lack of concern for building a supportive business context (Pedersen, McGormick, 

1999).  

 

Nevertheless, some critical notes are relevant as described below. The analysis presented by Collier is 

incomplete. The context for doing business as described by Collier (2008), comes from a macro-level 

analysis and is not explicitly linked to entrepreneurship in Africa. The dominant form of businesses in 

African are the small and medium enterprises (SMEs) (Fafchamps, 1994). Collier fails to include the 

needs from the SMEs in Africa, which are considered to be the engine for growth and economic 

development. Collier’s call for action does not address need for change from these local entrepreneurs. 

Because of their size SMEs benefit from agility to adapt to new circumstances and their ability to exploit 

niches in a formal and informal way. But SMEs also face challenges related to their size and the informal 

character of these businesses. These challenges form a major barrier to grow into a large size firm. 

Economic performance of SMEs is hampered due to inadequate infrastructure, lack of market 

information, unreliable contract enforcement, and regulation favoring large firms. All this affects the costs 

for SMEs negatively (Fafchamps. 1994). A beneficial environment for SMEs should be created in order 

to allow these firms to grow. Small firms also face competition from much larger firms that receive more 

regulatory and financial government support. Small and medium enterprises are thus forced to operate in 

niche segments. Given the context depicted above it can be concluded that doing business is Africa 

requires different entrepreneurial qualities than doing business in a western country. The entrepreneurs 

build strongly on networks to face the challenges described and are thus limited in firm performance. 

Mambula (2004) supports the claims made with cross industry data. Tackling the challenges that SMEs 

face will contribute to a stronger economic performance of African countries. There is no indication of 

addressing these in “The Bottom Billion”. 
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There are a few other critical remarks to be made. Collier indicates four traps that hamper economic 

development in poor countries. However, a more fundamental cause of stagnating development might lie 

in the slow adoption of new technologies (Sidiqqi, 2010). In addition, Collier fails to build on African 

social and cultural systems and stresses western values like democracy and formality. Nor is there any 

attention to the existing social structure and its centuries old roots that affect the continuation of the traps. 

The historical context that has created the social structures, the attitudes, values and beliefs is lacking 

from Collier’s analysis and without understanding this, countermeasures remain rooted in western ideas 

and beliefs. In that case, the effects of the countermeasures will be limited. 

 

An important trap is the bad government trap that is characterized by corruption and patrimonialism 

(Collier, 2015). Economists like Collier tend to think that good governance leads to economic 

development and poverty reduction. However, there is no causal relationship between politics on one 

hand and economics and poverty reduction on the other. In addition, it must be noted that the likelihood 

for African countries to become democracies, as known in the western world, are slim. Democracies are 

seen as the example of good governance (Hyden, 2007). It might therefore be more beneficial to see how 

foreign and native African companies can operate in the context of the existing form of government, even 

in the case where there are weak institutions. Last but not least Collier only sets the stage for western 

companies that want to establish operational activities in Africa and want to cooperate in the African 

business context Collier sets the stage. However, western companies are not included as actors on this 

stage. Nor are western companies operating in Africa seen as potential contributors to economic 

development.  

 

 

3.2 An optimistic view: “Doing business in Africa”  

 

In the strategic guide for entrepreneurs “Doing Business in Africa” the 

opportunities for business in Africa are described. The book is a joint 

production from the Partnership Resource Center from Erasmus 

University in the Netherlands, the Dutch African Business Council 

and Berenschot, a leading consultancy firm in The Netherlands. 

Although the focus of this book is about opportunities in Sub Saharan 

Africa for Dutch firms, this study gives a comprehensive overview of 

the strategies and tactics that firms all over the world can use to 

overcome the challenges of the African business context and establish 

a flourishing business in Africa. The book depicts Africa as an 

emerging continent with good economic and political prospects. 

Nevertheless, doing business in Africa comes with challenges: a 

diplomatic framework that does not focus enough on private sector 

initiatives, and competition from recent entrants from Latin America 

and East Asia. Doing business in Africa has a negative image and this 

hampers western companies to take business initiatives in Africa. 

Investing in and trading with Africa still seems to be risky (Lem et al. 

2013). When aspiring to do business in Africa companies face a 

number of challenges. One challenge is related to corruption and bribery. Lem et al. acknowledge that 

Fig 6: Doing Business in Africa 
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respondents to their survey consider unstable governments and bribery as the major challenge for doing 

business in Africa. There is however no indication how businesses can work with, circumvent or 

otherwise deal with corruption. Another challenge that companies face is knowing how to behave in 

another cultural setting. Business relations are formed within a cultural context and the collaborating of 

forming business relations is facilitated on mutual understanding of this context (Anedo, 2012). Darley 

and Blankson also state that enterprises aspiring to do business in Africa should understand and 

acknowledge the values, attitudes and beliefs in which business is embedded (Darley, Blankson, 2008). 

Existing literature hardly covers the social and cultural context for doing business in Africa. In the book 

by Lem et al. the advice to successfully enter African markets and get acquainted with local culture is 

simply to outsource to local entrepreneurs. Companies are advised to form partnerships with African 

companies to be able to build on knowledge of the local markets.  

 

A major point of critique is the fact that the book “Doing Business in Africa” is only focused on sales and 

marketing in Africa. There is no attention to firms establishing manufacturing activities in Africa nor is 

there any attention to the challenges that firms establishing operational activities in Africa may face. 

There is no attention to cooperation with small and medium enterprises which are considered the engine 

of economic development in Africa and are the dominant form of enterprise in Africa (Siddiqi, 2010). In 

addition, “Doing business in Africa” does not pay any attention to the traps that are convincingly depicted 

by Collier, which seem to be significant for the chance of being successful in doing business in Africa. 

 

Another key point of critique is that, when doing business in Africa, whether it concerns sales activities 

only, or whether it concerns operational activities, western companies will be operating in a context that is 

labelled as the “economy of affection” (Hyden, 2007). The economy of affection is characterized by 

relying on personal networks for enabling transactions, finding financial support and access to resources. 

Commitments are based on reciprocity and backed by social networks. This way of working prevails over 

a formal business context as known in western countries. Western companies aspiring to do business in 

Africa are in many cases used to transaction-oriented economies that require formal interaction between 

parties and is placed in a formal business context. Mutual commitments are explicit and backed by a 

formal legal system. In “Doing Business in Africa” there is no attention for the differences in these types 

of economies and how this difference affects western companies in Africa. 

 

 

3.3 Critical notes on existing literature 
Both “The Bottom Billion” and “Doing business in Africa” leave SMEs out of scope. This is very 

unfortunate since SMEs are regarded as the drivers of creation of wealth and the barriers to SMEs in 

Africa are significant (Siddiqi, 2010). Many of the challenges that SMEs in Africa face are consistent 

with the challenges on macro level as described by Collier. Weak institutions force SMEs to rely heavily 

on personal networks for market information, enforcement of contractual agreements and access to 

capital. It is suggested that strategies and tactics applied by African firms to face the challenges are 

significantly different from western practices (Hansen, Langevang, Rutashobya, Urassa, 2015). The 

strategies found include aligning with powerful political entities to influence decision making and 

upstream value chain integration. However, these are examples of strategies that are also commonly 

applied by western companies. For many firms lobbying and thus influencing public decision-making is a 
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very important aspect of their competitive strategies (Taminiau, Wilts, 2006). Upstream value chain 

integration of manufacturers of either intermediate or final products are a very com- 

mon business phenomenon (Milliou, Pavlou, 2013). 

 

A sharp contrast with western business context is the fact that many SMEs in Africa operate in the 

“illegal” more commonly referred to as “informal”, yet legitimate business context. These SMEs execute 

their entrepreneurial activities in the informal economy, but their contributions are recognized as being 

valuable. This allows them to reap the benefits of opportunities outside the realm of formal institutions. 

There is room for more academic research on how the informal business context benefits or hampers 

economic development and company performance, since the informal sector in many countries in Africa 

is large and deserves more extensive academic attention (Webb et al. 2009).  

 

Most family businesses operate in the informal economy due to low entry and exit barriers. In Africa, 

family business is also the dominant form of SMEs. These businesses are characterized by strong family 

ties and strong ties to the community that surrounds them (Khavul, Bruton, Wood, 2009). In Africa, social 

ties are of great importance and African entrepreneurs use social capital stemming from their social 

networks to a far greater extent than western counterparts. The social capital allows for access to 

resources that are otherwise beyond reach for the entrepreneurs, but also affect the room for 

entrepreneurial action. Existing social principles will for instance prioritize sharing of resources over 

investments (Khavul et al., 2009). Reciprocity within the extended family affects the way an entrepreneur 

does his business. Family members and next of kin expect to benefit from proceeds from the entrepreneur. 

This mechanism imposes limits to the possibilities of reinvesting proceeds and building an efficient 

organization. Choices for entrepreneurial partnerships are also subject to the family network. In exchange 

entrepreneurs can rely on the social capital and sometimes financial capital provided by their family 

network. (Khavul et al., 2009). There is little research about cooperation of western companies with 

family businesses and the related social networks in Africa. 

 

Ethnical diversity is perceived as a challenge by western companies, but may be less a challenge than 

western companies anticipate. Ethnic diversity may however affect the public sector when one group is 

privileged above the other. The conclusions are supported by macro-economic data and examples from 

recent history (Collier, Honohan, Moene, 2001). It must be noted that the effects of ethnical diversity on 

small and medium enterprises in Africa may be significant. SMEs that do belong to a wealthy and 

influential group will probably benefit more from government regulations than SMEs that do not belong 

to an influential group. Next to that SMEs and family businesses are affected by the existence of kinship 

ties, by definition related to ethnicity, which are often key in establishing and maintaining a business 

(Khavul et al., 2009). This however, is not reflected in the books that are part of this review. 

 

Another challenge that western companies may face when operating in Africa is the lack of relevant 

knowledge and expertise with local employees and local counterparts. Especially technical knowledge 

may prove to be a challenge. After decolonization the level of education in African countries has 

increased dramatically. However, this has not resulted in increased adaptation of complex technologies 

and improved productivity to the same extent (Pedersen et al, 1999). Next to technical knowledge African 

entrepreneurs lack managerial knowledge and experience, like capabilities for accounting, and therefore it 

is difficult to run a large formal organization (Fafchamps, 1994). Local industries do not necessarily have 
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access to skills and partnerships to improve their technological or managerial capabilities. Therefore, 

African entrepreneurs cannot rely per se on a well-organized supply chain and therefore are inclined to 

organize this themselves (Hansen et al. 2015). However, it must be noted that due to the rise of a new, 

highly educated African business class access to technology is improving and professionally trained 

managers, who spent time abroad have increased available managerial capacities (Tvedten et al, 2013). 

Local entrepreneurs and SMEs try to increase their access to technology by linking up with foreign firms. 

This way they can improve their technical skills, create access to licenses and access capital to invest in 

technology (Tvedten, 2013). 

 

 

3.4  Key findings based on the literature reviewed 
Africa seems more and more an attractive continent for entrepreneurs: the level of education has 

increased, there is a substantial and growing market and the population is young and has great potential 

(Van Lem et al., 2013). When aspiring to do business in Africa companies should get acquainted with the 

macroeconomic setting as well as with cultural values that shape business relations. When the African 

business context is understood, companies can successfully do business in Africa and contribute to 

economic growth to help escape the poverty trap as described by Collier and benefit from the promising 

opportunities Africa seems to offer as described by Lem et al. Despite the fact that the amount of 

literature on African business firms leaves room for expansion (Tignor, 2007), there is already a valuable 

set of research available that will help to gain a better understanding of African business culture.  

 

Although economic development in Africa seems favorable for investments from foreign companies 

(Focus economics, 2017), some characteristics of the African business context are discouraging. The 

institutional environment described does not set a favorable stage for companies operating in Africa 

(Collier, 2008). Van Lem et al. (2013) confirm these findings and state that weak institutions and 

patrimonialism affects the performance of companies and hence the economic development of Africa 

negatively. Two characteristics from a weak institutional environment are corruption and unreliable 

infrastructure. Both increase the cost of doing business and thus hamper economic performance of 

companies. 

 

The social grain may prove another challenge for western companies in Africa. African companies 

operate in strong social networks and these networks come with mutual obligations (Khavul et al., 2009). 

Social grain will not only affect intercompany cooperation but also the relationship between western 

management and African peers and employees. Corruption and rent-seeking are related to the institutional 

environment but also to values and attitudes. In Africa, people take into account that they come across 

corruption when dealing with the government and governmental institutions (Khavul et al., 2009).  

 

Another challenge for western companies is the limited availability of technical knowledge and 

managerial experience. Slow adaptation of technologies may make it difficult to establish operational 

activities in Africa. In the case of e-waste this may affect the decision of western companies to establish 

plant for sustainable handling of e-waste in Africa.  

 

Although there is a substantial amount of literature on business in Africa, there is no literature found that 

links the existence of ethnicity, weak formal institutions, family relations, vertical networks, deep rooted 
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values and beliefs underlying thinking and behavior, to building a successful business in African by 

western companies. There is little or no reflection on the way a western company can build on the 

characteristics of the existing African business context blending African values and ways of working with 

western professional business values where necessary. This all requires further exploration.  
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4 Theoretical framework 
From literature search it has become apparent that western companies aspiring to do business in Africa 

will face challenges in the institutional environment, in existing social grain and available knowledge and 

experience. The institutional environment refers to weak formal institutions, corruption and rent-seeking, 

unreliable infrastructure. Social grain includes economy of affection and the role of personal networks 

and available knowledge and experience includes technical as well as managerial knowledge and 

experience. These challenges resemble the layers described in the model for capacity building by Kroesen 

and Ndegwah (2015). Therefore, with help of this model the business context that foreign companies 

encounter when doing business in Africa will be analyzed. This is relevant since for the sustainable 

handling of e-waste it is necessary to ensure cooperation between western companies that have the 

relevant technology and local entrepreneurs for collecting and dismantling e-waste. Using the capacity 

model companies can establish whether the African business context meets the requirements for 

successful operations. The model also allows for the identification of gaps in the capacities and 

environment that enables capacity building for the sustainable handling of e-waste in Africa. With the 

help of this model the institutional environment, the social grain and the available knowledge and 

experience can be analyzed to provide information that complements the outcome of the literature review.  

 

In this section the theoretical model will be described in a condensed way. Then the model will be 

translated to the business context for companies that want to do business in Africa and to the expected 

effects on handling e-waste in Africa in a sustainable way.  

 

4.1 The model for capacity building 
The theoretical framework used in this thesis, is “Capacities, Development and Responsible Innovation” 

(Kroesen, Darson, Ndegwah, 2015). Capacity can be defined in many ways, for instance as “the capacity 

to get things done” or as “a process of learning, dialogue and responsiveness”. In “Capacities, 

Development and Responsible Innovation” (Kroesen, Darson, Ndegwah, 2015) a model is defined that 

includes not only capacities that can be attributed to actors, but also the enabling environment. The 

authors state that for sustainable development to take place three layers for capacity building play a 

crucial role. The first layer is labelled IESA, which stands for insights, experience, skills and algorithm of 

expedience. IESA refers to the ability to do something. All coded and non-coded knowledge and 

(working) experience is assembled in this layer. The second layer is labelled VAB, which stands for 

values, attitudes and beliefs. Values, attitudes and beliefs concern the underlying code of behavior and 

codes of thinking. These codes are expressed in communications and behavior, and affect behavior and 

interaction with others. VAB also refers to feelings and opinions about something or someone. The third 

layer refers to the enabling environment. The enabling environment consists of the social institutions, 

policies and regulations supporting particular values and attitudes (as well as the other way around) and 

affects capacity building. The environment you operate in creates the conditions in which you work and 

live. These conditions  influence how you feel or how effectively you can work. A supportive enabling 

environment makes it possible or easier to perform certain actions (Kroesen, Darson, Ndegwah, 2015).  

 

Capacity can thus be caught in the following formula:  

C = f(IEAS + VAB + IS). 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/feeling
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/opinion
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/condition
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/influence
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/feel
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/effectively
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/work
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Table 1: capacity building (source: Kroesen et al. 2015). 

 

The three layers reinforce each other and capacity building can only be successful in the long run if all 

three layers contribute sufficiently.  

 

The theoretical framework needs to be translated to a business context and to handling e-waste in a 

sustainable way, to understand how the model can be used to answer the research questions. For 

sustainable handling of e-waste western companies will need to establish operational activities in Africa, 

since western companies have the technology to execute chemical processes in a sustainable and efficient 

way. As stated before, cooperation with local people, companies and institutions will be required. In this 

paragraph the capacity model (Kroesen et al., 2015) will be translated to doing business in Africa and to 

handling e-waste in Africa.  

 

 

4.2 Insights, knowledge and experience. 
IESA refers to the knowledge and skills that are available in a certain location. Companies that want to 

execute operational activities in a certain location, need staff that can perform the required tasks. Western 

companies bring technologies and processes to Africa and African counterparts need to be able to 

understand the technology and the processes in order to work with the technology and work in accordance 

to the processes. After an introduction to technology and a learning period, African employees are 

expected to have relevant technological skills to operate technical equipment in a safe and efficient way. 

A basic knowledge of technology needs to be in place in order to be able to adopt technology that is a bit 

further developed. Until recent years however, accumulation of technology and increase of relevant 

technological skills seem to have been limited in Africa (Bell, Pavitt, 1992). Cooperation cannot be 

successful when there is a gap between availability of knowledge and experience in Africa and the 

knowledge required by western companies. In the case of handling e-waste, technology for the chemical 

processes required to dissolve valuable materials is in hands of a handful of specialized companies in the 

world (Oldenziel, Trischler, 2016). Substantial technical skills are required for this highly specialized 

work. This means that companies bringing recycling technology to Africa will need to find an 

environment where a certain level of technical expertise can be found or can be established.  

 

 

4.3 Values, attitudes and beliefs 
VAB relates to the importance people give to their work and the behavior that they express while working 

and interacting with colleagues and superiors. Companies require staff that takes their task and the proper 
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execution of this task seriously. The behavior of employees as well as managers should support the long 

term success of the company. Western companies expect a certain behavior based on the underlying codes 

of thinking. However, if the underlying values, attitudes and beliefs in Africa are different from the ones 

in Europe, companies will be confronted with behavior that they do not expect and vice versa. This will 

make cooperation between people and companies more difficult. The same is true for behavior within a 

company. A company culture based on common values, attitudes and beliefs will help to ensure 

predictable behavior and prevent miscommunications. For the cooperation with people in Africa, either as 

employees or as business partners, values, attitudes and beliefs need to be aligned to the extent that 

mutual understanding is in place to enable the cooperation. In general, the western culture, that is also 

reflected in the western way of doing business, is characterized by individualism, low risk avoidance and 

masculinity. In the contrary, the African culture is characterized by collectivism, moderate or higher risk 

avoidance and femininity (Darley, Blankson, 2008). The outcome of the literature review confirms these 

statements and also confirms that understanding the African business culture in terms of values attitudes 

and beliefs is crucial for successful operation in Africa (Darley, Blankson, 2008).  

 

Other authors that reflect on cultural differences are Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner. Trompenaars 

and Hampden-Turner discern 7 dimensions of culture: 

- Particularistic versus Universalistic. This dimension is sometimes referred to as “rules versus 

relationships” (Balan, Vreja, 2013). Particularism refers to the fact that behavioral rules are situation 

dependent and subject to maintaining personal relations. Behavioral rules therefore cannot necessarily 

be applied in other situations. A universalistic approach refers to the belief that behavioral rules apply 

in general and need to be adapted to specific situations.  

- Communitarianism versus Individualism – also referred to as “group versus the individual” (Balan, 

Vreja, 2013). In communitarianism an individual is less important than the group and an individuals’ 

needs are therefore subject to the needs of the group. In individualist cultures the needs of the 

individual prevail over the needs to the group.  

Fig 9: cultural dimensions according to Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 
Source: https://research-methodology.net 
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- Neutral versus Affective: this dimension refers to range of feelings and the degree feelings are 

expressed. In neutral cultures it is customary to control emotions. In affective cultures it is customary 

to express emotions (Balan, Vreja, 2013).  

- Diffusive versus Specific. In a specific oriented culture, people tend to separate professional and 

personal lives. This way people can cooperate without liking each other, since they keep their 

relations purely professional. In diffuse-oriented cultures, people view all aspects of their life as a 

whole and they experience that each aspect is related to all others. Personal and professional lives of 

people in diffuse cultures overlap, since they believe that having good personal connections is the  

basis for successful cooperation.  

- Ascribed versus Achieved status. This dimension reflects how status is achieved and viewed. In an 

achievement-oriented culture, the status of people is evaluated based on what they have 

accomplished. Achieved status must therefore be proven time and again. In a culture where status is 

ascribed, status is linked to who a person is. People in a culture based on ascribed status derive their 

status from birth, age, gender or wealth and personal connections. Synchronic versus Sequential 

Time. This dimension relates to the way in which people understand and manage the passage of time 

(Balan, Vreja, 2013). People that are part of a culture with a sequential time orientated culture tend to 

assign different importance to past, present and future. The sequence in which events are happening is 

important and they attribute high value to being on time and to planning. People living in a 

synchronic time oriented culture experience the past, the presence and the future as timeframes that 

are intertwined with each other. They do things in parallel and are flexible with regard to 

appointments and commitments, since they experience time itself as flexible.   

- Externalism versus Internalism. This dimension regards the understanding of people and their natural 

environment. In externalist cultures people are used to control their environment. Trompenaars also 

refers to this dimension as voluntarism. People in externalist cultures are supposed to be more 

entrepreneurial, since they feel they can affect the outcomes of their actions. In internalist cultures 

people feel that they are controlled by or led by their environment. There is a sense of fatalism to this 

orientation.  

(Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner 1993).  

 

Literature indicates that the inequality in power between people and the way people handle this inequality 

is also very important in Africa. It explains to a certain extent the ability of gather personal wealth once 

people are in a power position. It is a cultural dimension that is described in a model on cultural 

differences by Hofstede (Hofstede, 2011). Therefore, the in this case the model as described by 

Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1993) will be complemented with the dimension that Hofstede calls 

“power distance” (Hofstede, 2011). 

- Power distance. This dimension is related to the inequality in power between people and the way 

people handle this inequality.  

 

 

4.4 The institutional environment 
A supportive enabling environment makes it possible and easy to operate in a certain location. The easier 

it is for companies to operate, the better they can focus on their business processes and make their 

operations successful. Governments and parastatal institutions play an important role in creating this 

environment. The handling of e-waste requires an institutional environment that supports the initiative for 
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sustainable e-waste handling. Ideally, the regulatory framework should be complemented with 

reinforcement of relevant policies on collection of e-waste, import of e-waste and burning and dumping of 

e-waste residue. Based on literature review neither the regulatory framework nor the reinforcement of 

policies are expected to be in place in Africa. More importantly, western companies will be confronted 

with corruption when it comes to getting licenses to operate. Government representatives will try to 

benefit from a company’s initiative to start harvesting valuable materials for e-waste and thus make a 

profit. In addition, the companies that aspire to do business in Africa, including mining valuable materials 

from e-waste, will face a dysfunctional infrastructure. They may be forced to organize collection of e-

waste and energy supply to execute chemical processes by themselves. 
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5 Research method  
In chapter 2 the main research question was formulated as follows: How can the cooperation between 

western companies and African partners be shaped in a way that incorporates both (aspects of) African 

and western values and ways of working? The cooperation will thus be based on balancing western ways 

of working and African social grain, while also seeking to identify and utilize possible synergies by 

combining strengths from both social environments. The answers to these questions will be translated to 

the way a cooperation in Africa can be developed in order to handle e-waste in a way that minimizes the 

negative effects ion human health and the natural environment.  

 

In this section the method applied to answer this question is explained. First the choice for conducting 

personal in-depth interviews is explained. Then the definition of the list of questions is described. Next 

the structure of the interview and the case selection are described. 

 

5.1 Interviews to gather information  
In order to answer the research question formulated in chapter 2 it is useful to gather experiences from 

western people in companies that have operational activities in Africa. Interviews are particularly useful 

for getting the story behind a participant’s experiences. For answering the research questions formulated 

it is essential to tap into the experience and knowledge of people who have or have had operational 

activities in Africa. The research aims at understanding how people with a western background can 

cooperate successfully in Africa and why the operations were successful or have failed. Interviews are 

very well suited to answer “how” and “why” questions (Hammet, 2015). Interviews allow for the 

possibility to ask follow up questions and deviate from the question list in case unforeseen information 

comes up, that needs to be questioned further. For respondents it is convenient to elaborate on their 

answers and give examples. Thus, it is possible to pursue in-depth information around the topic during the 

interview (McNamara,1999). Therefore, the interview is chosen as the way to gather information about 

experiences from people who have done business in Africa.  

 

 

5.2 Definition of the questions 
In order to define how western companies can successfully operate in the African business context, 

company representatives with experience in operational activities in Africa have been interviewed. For 

these interviews as list of questions was drafted. Using the theory described in chapter 4, it was ensured 

that questions related to the available knowledge, the existing values, attitudes and beliefs and the 

enabling environment were formulated. The literature review was used to identify some of the issues that 

are related to existing knowledge, values-attitudes-beliefs and the institutional environment. This is in line 

with the model for capacity building (Kroesen et al., 2015) as described in Chapter 4. 

 

With regard to knowledge and experience literature reveals that, although the availability of technical 

knowledge and managerial skills may still be a challenge, the situation in Africa is improving (Tvedten, 

2013). The level of education has increased and interaction with foreign firms and Africans returning 

from abroad with working experience have improved technical and managerial capabilities. Since 

knowledge, experience and insights are nevertheless crucial for a company to function, questions have 
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been formulated to address this. During the interviews it must become apparent whether there is a gap in 

managerial and technical skills needed to operate in Africa and how western managers manage the gap.  

 

The second set of questions addresses the attitudes, values and beliefs that are the underlying codes that 

guide behavior. Behavior relates to the interaction with and between people in Africa. The interaction can 

be in the peer-to-peer business relations. The interaction between management and employee is also in 

scope of this set of questions. From literature it has become apparent that social networks with a core of 

the extended family are key in society in Africa. This extended family, its obligations and opportunities 

no doubt affect the way business is done in Africa. The interviewees were invited to share their 

experience with the way the “economy of affection” affects their operational activities. From the model of 

cultural dimensions derived from Trompenaars et al. (1993) and complemented with the dimension on 

power distance questions were formulated behavioral differences on relations between employees and 

management, relations with peers inside and outside the company and characteristics of professional 

relationships. This allowed interviewees to elaborate on the cultural differences that they think are most 

salient.  

 

The third set of issues to be addressed relates to the institutional environment. These questions aim to 

identify how the government and parastatal institutions affect businesses in Africa. From literature review 

it has become apparent that the institutional environment can be supportive and hence stimulate 

entrepreneurship and economic development or not. Africa is characterized by weak formal institutions 

(Collier, 2015). Weak institutions create an un predictable environment with unreliable infrastructure for 

companies and corruption and rent seeking increase the costs of doing business. During the interview 

respondents were asked their opinion about the way a company can operate in a context defined by weak 

institutions, corruption and rent-seeking. 

 

The next step was to group the questions in an order that allowed for an easy conversational flow in the 

interview. The reshuffling of questions was needed, since sometimes the questions needed to be assigned 

to two sets of questions. For instance, corruption is related to the enabling environment, since it seems 

customary to pay bribes if you need something from the government. However, it is also related to values, 

attitudes and beliefs since in Africa paying bribes is regarded as unavoidable in interaction with the 

government and government representatives. Networks of clans and family are related to interaction with 

the government, but also to the attitude with regard to sharing income amongst clan and family members. 

The questions are grouped around: 

- the differences in business context between western societies and Africa in general, 

- corruption and rent-seeking 

- social grain 

- institutional environment 

- other questions 

All categories if questions are detailed below.  
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Fig 7:  Building the interview 

 

The first group of questions relates to the business context in Africa focusing on the differences between 

Europe and Africa: In this section of the interview the questions are related to the major hurdles and 

opportunities in the African business context that the companies operate in. The questions aim to establish 

how differences in business context affect doing business in Africa for western companies. Examples of 

questions asked are: What are in your experience the major differences in the business context between 

Africa and Western Europe or North America? What were the major hurdles that you come across that are 

related to issues outside your company? In what way was the business climate in Africa supportive for 

doing business for your company? How does this affect the way you do business?  

 

The second group of questions relates to the way in which western companies deal with rent-seeking, 

corruption and paying for third party services (e.g. buying trust) and the effects of vertical networks and 

family relations on business in Africa. Examples of the questions in this group are: How have networks 

and family relations affected the way you do business in Africa? What are you experiences with 

corruption while doing business in Africa? What are the strategies that a company can apply to deal with 

corruption?  

 

The third set of questions is related to social grain in Africa. In this section the questions lead to a view of 

the current social patterns in Africa and the way in which businesses should take these patterns into 

account in order to be successful in doing business in Africa. Examples of these questions are: What 

differences do you experience in the social patterns in Africa compared to social patterns in western 

countries? How is this reflected in business relations? 

 

The fourth set of questions is related to the enabling environment. The book from Collier as well as the 

book by Van Lem et al. (2013) indicate relevant factors for the enabling environment: support from the 

diplomatic framework, violence and ethnic diversity. Questions in this section aim to find out how doing 

business in Africa is affected by these factors.  

 

The fifth set of questions was labelled “other questions”. These questions in this section are not 

necessarily directly related to knowledge, values or the enabling environment. However, since based on 

the literature review they may affect the success of doing business in Africa the questions enable 
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respondents to elaborate on their experience with the issues mentioned in the questions. The questions 

were related to the existence of political conflicts, the diplomatic framework and property rights.  

 

The list of questions was tried out in the first two interviews. After those interviews small adaptations 

were made so that the groups of questions were more logical to the interviewees.  

 

 

5.3 The interview characteristics 
The interviews that were held to research this thesis were of a semi-structured nature. The predefined list 

of questions was used during every interview. In addition, participants were encouraged to elaborate on 

the subjects outside the direct scope of the questions. At the beginning of the interview participants were 

notified of the goal and scope of the research, the confidentiality of their answers, the fact that the 

information they would provide will only serve as input for the master thesis and that all participants will 

receive the general outcome of the master thesis. The opening questions used in this interview were the 

introductory questions to establish the nature of the company and their operations in Africa. All 

interviews were preceded by internet research about the interviewee and the company the interviewee 

belongs to in order to keep the time spent on these questions as short as possible. Then the questions 

described in paragraph 5.2, which were the core of the interview were asked. The last set consisted of 

closing questions to allow the interviewee to give information that he or she thought needed sharing. It 

also gave the interviewee room to stress aspects of doing business in Africa that are the most important 

aspects in his or her opinion. Participants were for instance asked what other information about their 

experiences they would like add to all the answers that are already given? A complete overview of the 

structure of the interview and the list of questions used can be found in appendix 1. 

 

 

5.4 Case selection for the interviews 
The research question will be answered by analyzing the way of working of companies that have tried to 

do business in Africa. The cases will meet the following criteria:  

‐ Companies should have operational activities in Sub-Saharan Africa 

‐ Companies should preferably be active in manufacturing or execute technological projects. 

‐ Headquarters or top management of the companies should be of western origin. Western in this 

case refers to Europe, the USA and Canada. 

To ensure maximum case variation, both successful and unsuccessful cases will be incorporated in the 

research. Where possible, it was taken into account that this research encompasses experience from 

manager in large companies as well as managers in small and medium enterprises. When approaching 

companies, the geographical spread over Africa has been taken into account. Cases were selected in a way 

that ensure that all interviewees together have experience in many different regions in Africa. This is 

reflected in the visual in appendix 2. Companies that only sell to the African market, even if they have 

local sales presence in Africa, have been excluded from this research 

 

For the interviewees the following criteria have been established: 

‐ The interviewee must have at least a couple of years’ experience of managing operational 

activities in Africa. 
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‐ The interviewee must have a western background and must have lived a substantial number of 

years in Europe, USA or Canada. 

‐ The interviewee has managed a team of African people in Africa or a team that consisted of a mix 

between westerners and Africans.  

 

The following sources have been used to create a list of companies meet the criteria listed above. First of 

all, companies that are linked to the Netherlands Africa 

Business Council (NABC) have been approached. The NABC 

lists their member on its website. Companies have been 

approached either via email of telephone. Other companies 

have been approached during a business seminar for companies 

interested to do business with companies in Niger. Another 

source of interviewees were existing contacts from Delft 

University of Technology. At the end of every interview the 

interviewees were asked to refer to other participants that 

match the criteria for case selection. After checking whether the companies and participants meet the 

criteria listed above they were approached to participate in an interview. This has resulted in 20 

interviews. In 15 cases the interviewee was manager of a company that performs operational activities in 

Africa. 5 interviewees were currently country coordinators in PUM Netherlands senior expats. The 

country coordinators have extensive experience in their working life or as consultant within PUM 

Netherlands senior expats in executing projects in Africa. The PUM projects consisted of cooperation 

between Dutch experts and African business men and women to improve their business activities. This is 

cooperation is different than business to business cooperation or cooperation between western 

management and African employees. However, in the cooperation between PUM experts and African 

business people was affected by the same cultural differences that affected the cooperation between 

western companies and African companies and people. Therefore, the PUM experts are a valuable source 

of information about doing business in Africa.  

 

The majority of the companies that participated are in the sector for small and medium enterprises. The 

smallest company consists of 5 people. 4 companies can be considered large SMEs and employ up to 200 

people. 3 companies are active in the energy branche. The other companies are active in one of the 

following sectors: transport, piping, water management, vocational education, food, agriculture, 

hospitality. 2 companies are actively involved in business incubators in Africa. Out of the 15 companies 3 

have manufacturing activities and 9 companies execute technical projects in Africa. 1 company executes 

education projects in Africa, 1 company has two lodges and 1 company operates in food drying. The 

companies and interviewees that participated in the interviews are listed in appendix 3.  

 

 

5.5 Coding the interview results 
The information generated with the interviews is analyzed using the process of open coding. First, the 

answers from interviewees were broken down and linked to specific questions from the list of questions 

used during the interview. Since the interviews were semi structured interviewees had the freedom to 

elaborate their answer outside the focus of the question. Often interviewees tied in more information to an 

answer than the question asked. So, the answers needed to be analyzed and then linked to one or more 

Fig 8. Netherlands African Business Council 
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questions. These dissected answers are the data for further coding. The data were examined to deduce a 

general finding that is applicable to all cases. In the next step was comparing data. Comparison of all the 

data, that were linked to one question, enabled to deduce whether there is a link between the 

characteristics if an interviewee and the company he works for and the answers he gave. The comparison 

enables to discover the relevance of company characteristics such as location in Africa and size of the 

company. The categories of the answers are derived from the theory on capacity building (Kroesen et al. 

2005). The dimensions are derived from the characteristics of the company the interviewee works for. 

The next step is matching the findings in the interviews with the theoretical model and define whether the 

findings have consequences for the theory.  
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6 Results  
In this chapter the results of the interviews are reflected. The results from the interviews are described and 

linked to the theoretical model. Note: the answers are the statements made by interviewees. The numbers 

between brackets behind the statements indicate which interviewees have made the statement. The results 

contain the aggregated information that can be derived from all the answers that relate to a certain 

questions using coding. It must be noted that many statements are explicitly mentioned by only a couple 

of interviewees. However, many interviewees have responded to the interview questions in the same 

purport. If the statements in this chapter would be played back to de interviewees with the question 

whether interviewees agree with the statement or not, the outcome would indicate that the support for the 

statements is in almost every case much larger than the numbers behind the statements indicate. 

 

 

6.1 The results of the interviews 
In the following section the results of the 20 interviews are described and linked back to the theory 

formulated by Kroesen et al. (Kroesen et al. 2005). Fifteen interviewees actually have operational 

activities in Africa. Next tot that 5 consultants of PUM Netherlands senior expats have been interviewed. 

These all executed projects via PUM in the past and in their current capacity coordinate execution of 

projects in Africa. They have also answered the questions based on their experiences with executing 

projects in Africa. In the first paragraph the aggregated outcome with regard to differences in doing 

business is presented. In the following paragraphs the results of the interview are described in two ways. 

There is one paragraph for every category. If applicable, the general outcome of the interviews with 

regard to the category of the theory is described. Then, there will be attention to differences between 

answers based on characteristics of the interviewees and the company they work for.  

 

 

6.2 Differences, hurdles and opportunities 
In this section the African business context is described. The description is based on the outcome of the 

interviews and is linked to the first set of questions in the interview. This set was related to the differences 

in business context between western countries and Africa, the opportunities of the African business 

context and the major hurdles that were experienced. These questions relate to all the factors in the 

capacity building equation.  

 

In general, the interviewees labelled their operations in Africa as successful. They see Africa as the 

continent of opportunities and they value the potential for doing business based on the current state of 

development and the aspirations of citizens and government (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,14,15,18,19). They 

indicate that working with the Africans and not against their way of working or their beliefs and values is 

effective. This means that it is easier to achieve a goal when respecting African values and beliefs and the 

behavior that based on this, than forcing African people to work in accordance to western attitudes and 

values and behaving like westerners. The institutional environment comes with challenges that do not 

exist or exist to a lesser extent in Europe (all interviewees). The business relations are labelled as warm 

and pleasant where business relations in Europe are described as more impersonal and distant (all 

interviewees). People in Africa are very eager to turn initiatives into a success.   
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All respondents stated that trust is very 

important in business relations in 

Africa (1,2,5,6,8,12,13,15,20). It takes 

time to build trust. Doing business in 

Africa means spending free time 

together. The business context in 

Africa was thus characterized as a very 

warm and relation oriented 

environment (all interviewees). 

Dinners and social occasions are 

shared when building trust and while 

maintaining the business relationship. 

People take time for you. Email and skype is less normal and personal contact is preferred. The business 

context in Europe is described as more distant and impersonal compared to business relations in Africa. In 

Europe you can do business with each other with limited face to face contact. E-mail and telephone 

contact are very important methods to establish and maintain a relationship. In Africa that type of contact 

would not create the trust that is necessary to do business.  

 

The major hurdles mentioned are the fact that Africans do not engage in long term planning and often 

even short term planning is non-existent (2,4,6,7,10,15,16). Next to that there is a lot of corruption (all 

interviewees). Government regulations are not straightforward and the set of regulations is usually very 

complex (1,4,13). Regulations are subject to frequent and unforeseen changes. That makes the business 

context unstable. Furthermore, you cannot take things at face value. It is difficult in most countries to trust 

what people say (2,3,5,6,14,16,19,20). Africans often give the answer they think should be given and that 

may not necessarily be the truth. In Europe people are more direct and give reliable answers. In Africa, in 

many cases working attitude differs very much from European attitude. However, this tends to differ from 

country to country and even from tribe to tribe. In general, Africans refrain very much from taking 

responsibility (3,4,10,12,13,19). This seems to be a general characteristic and is unrelated to the level of 

education. In addition, in most tribes and in most countries people steal from everyone who is richer than 

they are (2,4,5,,7,8,9,12). This is rooted in distrust against their employer and in poverty. In Africa many 

people are notoriously unreliable when it comes to payments (2,3,5,6,8,10,15,19). Therefore, upfront 

payments and irrevocable letters of credit are used. Taking cases of non-payments or other issues to court 

is useless. The legal system is unreliable and heavily involved in corruption (all interviewees). Company 

goals are of a lower priority than personal goals. People are expected to take care of their family and that 

is more important than the future of the company you work for. The family reciprocates being provided 

for by providing a social security system (all interviewees).  

 

On the positive side, there is an eagerness to seize opportunities. People are incredibly energetic and put 

in long hours if they see a job needs (4,5,9,14,17). Africa offers an enormous array of opportunities for 

business. Especially in food, food safety and water supply. Everything is developing and this is very 

positive and creates a lot of chances (1,5,6,10,13,14,15,17). Interviewees enjoy doing business in Africa 

because of the warm contacts and fun. They like the fact that they are continuously challenged and can 

employ their creativity to solve unforeseen problems. Entrepreneurs can be pioneers and there is a lot of 

freedom for them (1,2,5,11). There are less regulations that need to be taken into account when taking a 
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business initiative. Risk management is not a common practice in Africa (9,17). This makes businesses 

more agile. People within governments are really accessible. They are easy to approach for building 

connections (7,1).   

 

The major recommendations for 

businesses to overcome the hurdles as 

described above are the following. 

Business should refrain from trying to 

implement the western way of 

working. It is more effective to 

understand the African way of 

working and work with that (1,2,11) 

This also goes for accepting 

corruption and lack of infrastructure. These are both part of Africa and cannot be changed by a single 

company. However, in case of corruption it does not mean that you have to participate in that (all 

respondents). With respect to the lack of planning and dealing with unforeseen events companies 

recommend to set your goal and high level plan, but then execute the African way: take one step at a time 

and deal with the unforeseen (6,7,10,15). Your overall planning is there to provide a sense of direction, 

but be flexible and adapt to the situation. Form a network around you in the private sector with African 

and other European companies as well as within the government (all respondents).  

 

For key factors of success, the interviewees have mentioned mutual respect and acceptance of cultural 

differences (1,2,6,8,13,16,18). Try to understand the social structure from the country and even the region 

of Africa one operates in. Mutual respect between you and your business partners and you and your 

employees is key. Cooperation should be built on the positive elements of the western and the African 

culture. It is recommended to be patient and to build personal connections to foster business relations and 

trust (all respondents). It is necessary to be flexible and adjust your "plans", if you have made any. Accept 

when something does not work out as planned and be creative in adapting your plans (2,3,4,12,15).  

 

There thus seems to be a big difference in business context between Africa and Europe. However, 

compared to doing business in Europe with small and medium enterprises the differences may be 

minimal. According to interviewees that are experienced in doing business in Europe with small and 

medium sized enterprises the way of doing business is very similar. In SMEs in Europe, personal contact 

and trust also play an important role.  

 

 

6.3 Insights, experience, skills 
Insights, experience and skills define how well an individual can perform a task. This ability does refer to 

people being able to act as an employee, and to people being able to act as an entrepreneur and cooperate 

with people outside their own company. Based on the interviews the following issues with regard to 

insights, experience and skills can be formulated: lack of – mostly technical- knowledge; lack of skills 

with regard to planning, and lack of pro-activity.  
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In general, African people are 

less well educated than in 

Europe. There is a lack of trained 

staff especially in technology 

(2,3,7,9,10,12,13,15,19). 

However, Africans are very 

eager to develop themselves and 

take training to gain the required 

knowledge and skills. However, 

since the level of education is 

low in many countries 

employees will try to find a 

better paying job as soon as they 

have acquired a certificate. In 

many East African countries, the higher education is as good as in Europe. Often, vocational training is to 

the standard Europeans expect. In West Africa, there is a constant lack of technological capabilities. 

Lower educated staff is less well educated than in the Europe. Basic mathematical logic is lacking in 

many cases. For West Africans it is difficult to understand that there is not necessarily link between size 

and weight.  For the whole of Africa goes that even if the level of knowledge is adequate the application 

of the knowledge is lacking (2,6,8,17). However, this can be solved by training on the job.  

 

Not only is the availability of technical knowledge a problem. Entrepreneurs and managers of many 

SMEs lack business management skills and expertise. They are very knowledgeable about the primary 

process, but not in supporting processes like book keeping, HR or marketing (5,10,14,19,20). Being 

successful is therefore always largely based on luck and less on way of working.  

 

There is no training with regard to planning (2,4,6,7,10,15,16). Today is important for African people, not 

tomorrow let alone the days after tomorrow. Life in Africa is more fragile and less predictable than in 

Europe, so planning is less useful. People are confronted with this unpredictability from an early age. For 

children it is always unclear whether they will have a teacher in school that day. For companies it is 

unclear whether they will get a license to operate or not. Being able to plan is therefore not a highly 

valued competence. 

 

A bigger problem is that children are not taught to think for themselves (3,7,8,10,12,14,20). In schools, 

children are drilled and learn to know things by heart. In addition, the African society is highly hierarchic. 

People higher in the hierarchy decide what to do. People lower in the hierarchy are supposed to do as they 

are told. This leads to people who do not take initiative, but follow orders. Only when people have studied 

abroad taking initiative and responsibility is more to European expectations.  There is no difference 

between countries in this. Only in Zimbabwe people tend to take initiative and responsibility. Since only 

one respondent commented on the situation in Zimbabwe this may be an outlier observation (18).  

 

Another difference with Europe is that people in Africa are not eager to share their knowledge (8,10,12). 

Knowledge is power. You don’t share power with other people since you are not sure you can trust them. 

Knowledge sharing is a bit better within tribes and extended family, but even there is a lot of mistrust. 
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Knowledge contributes to a higher social status. Related to that is the fact that a boss is expected to know 

more than subordinates. That means that managers are often also trained in vocational aspects of the team 

they are managing. Manager that cannot perform the tasks the team is required to do is not in high regard. 

 

Companies that are successful in doing business in Africa are very strict on selecting people who have the 

adequate knowledge and possibly experience to perform a job (4,6,8,10). On the job training ensures that 

the required experience is gained. Western managers make a long term planning. Successful managers in 

Africa understand that you have to take one step at a time and frequently adapt your planning. People are 

managed strictly to perform the job as requested (2,3,4,8,9,10,11,12,14). This means that managers give 

many orders and check whether actions are executed as agreed. However, all companies indicate that it is 

possible to build a team that functions to a certain level of autonomy. 

  

Compared to Europe the differences may not be as big as they seem. Planning in Europe is difficult as 

well. A major difference is that adapting the planning in case of unforeseen events is not as easily 

accepted as in Africa. In addition, many companies in Europe spend a lot of time and effort creating a 

company culture that stimulates a certain behavior from their employees, which includes pro-activity and 

taking initiatives. In Africa entrepreneurs can create a similar company culture and thus stimulate taking 

initiative.  

  

  

6.4 Values, attitudes and beliefs 
According to one of the interviewees “En Afrique le possible est impossible et l'impossible est possible”. 

The same interviewee describes his experience in Africa in the following way: “Behavior is directed by 

an unwritten code of conduct of the society you live in. Understanding the code of conduct makes 

behavior and reaction of other people predictable. The western unwritten code of conduct makes reactions 

of western people on your behavior predictable. Africans have another code of conduct. The behavior of 

African people as westerners experience it, is therefore unpredictable and inconsistent. The inconsistency 

in behavior is linked to the differences in code of conduct between countries, between different ethnicities 

within a country and to the difference between men and women”. Many sentiments expressed by other 

interviewees are captured in this statement.  

 

Values, attitudes and beliefs in this research applies to the importance people give to their work and the 

behavior that they express while working and interacting with colleagues and superiors. The values 

attitudes and beliefs shape behavior of individuals and interaction between people. The attitude towards 

work is important for companies and different attitudes, values and beliefs will result in different behavior 

in the workplace. In this section the experiences of the interviewees about the differences with regard to 

values, attitudes and beliefs are described. From the interviewees it can be deduced that there are three 

areas of differences. The first difference is related to the importance of families and other relations. The 

next one concerns attitude with regard to western professional business values like coming on time and 

taking responsibility and initiative, and planning. The last difference is the role of trust and personal 

contact in business relations.  
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One of the major differences between Africa and western countries concerns the role of the networks, 

clans and extended family for the individuals. All respondents indicate that family is very important. 

People trust their family. But the trust comes with mutual obligations: family takes care of one another. 

They will take care of you, but in turn you need to take care of your family members. People provide for 

themselves and their children, and for their extended 

families (all interviewees). This results in the fact that 

often few people in the family work and the others do not 

work, since they are provided for. In general, family needs 

take precedence over business needs. This reflected for 

instance in cases where unprofitable parts of a business 

are kept afloat, because they create jobs for family 

members. Once you have a job and certainly when you are 

a hiring manager you are expected to provide jobs for 

family members regardless whether they are suitable to 

perform the job (all interviewees).  

 

Outside the family clans, your network is significant for your status in society. Your connections and your 

clan define your position much more than your capabilities (1,4,6,9,14). Relations need to be established 

and this takes time. Relations also need to be maintained to prevent relations from deteriorating. Bumping 

into an acquaintance on your way to an appointment means that you will spend time with your 

acquaintance. Being on time for your appointment is less important. Another sign that networks are 

important is reflected in the fact that people are always dependent on others for their future. People 

therefore try not to lose their connections nor their position in the network. This is one of the reasons that 

people in Africa do not own up to their mistakes and are not open to learning from mistakes. Mistakes and 

acknowledging them can lead to losing social status (4,7,8,11). People prefer to give socially acceptable 

answers and they will not refuse a request or admit they do not understand what you are saying. 

 

The next big difference is the lack of professional business values. Western professional business values 

incorporate taking initiative and taking responsibility for your job and maybe even outside your job. 

Planning and following up on agreements including appointments is valued in western societies. Africans 

are notoriously bad in keeping appointments (7,8,10,19,20). There are some reasonable explanations for 

coming late: public transport and infrastructure is unreliable. But, more important is that in Africa coming 

on time is not in high regard. However, people in Africa are more aware of the fragility of life. Life can 

be taken away from you unexpectedly since in Africa diseases are plenty and violence is often just around 

the corner. Planning of activities is subject to events in the circle of kin. Therefore, it is more valued to 

spend time with people you love and you depend on, than on your work. It is also very important that 

family events like birth and death are celebrated. As described earlier, Africans do not easily take 

responsibility for actions and refrain from taking initiatives. This is not only related to education and 

upbringing. People are also afraid to lose their job, which is their life support and their family’s life 

support. So, they try to avoid making mistakes (4,7,8,11). Doing as you are told is easier than taking on 

something you were not told to do.  

 

Even highly educated people have a different attitude to work than people in Europe: they do not mind 

come late and refrain from taking initiative. Often even highly educated people do only as you tell them 
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too (4,8,7,19). Even if they risk losing their job, it seems difficult to accept that being on time and taking 

initiative are highly valued by western companies. Only people that went abroad for their studies come 

back with a more western attitude. Lastly, employees on Africa have a different view on property. 

Stealing from people who have more than you do is accepted in many countries.  

So, people also try to steal from the company they work 

for. People steal time, private property from co-workers 

and property from the company. This is caused by 

distrust and poverty. Again, Africans have difficulty to 

understand that western companies see stealing as 

unacceptable behavior. 

 

On the positive side it must be mentioned that people in 

Africa have a better attitude towards completing 

activities for the company. Overtime is no problem and 

people work hard and have a lot of energy for the firm 

(4,5,9,14,17). 

 

The last major difference in social grain between western societies and African societies is the value that 

is placed on personal contact (all interviewees). As described before, people in Africa value personal 

contact very much. It is not appreciated to send an email or make a phone call if you want something 

from somebody. A personal visit or meeting in person is expected. During personal contact trust is built. 

People are not eager to share information when there has not yet been personal contact. In Europe sharing 

information for business purposes even though there hasn’t been any personal contact is more common. 

Trust is not only important in relations between entrepreneurs, but also between management and 

employees. In both cases it takes times to build the trust. Between manager and employee, it can even 

take years.  

 

Entrepreneurs that are successful with operational activities in Africa spend a lot of time building trust. 

They are personally involved in projects and are frequently physically in the location where the 

operations are. They do not monitor operations from a distance. Companies that are successful in having 

operational activities in Africa tend to be strict on imposing a certain set of western professional business 

values. This means that stealing, coming late and favoring their own kin is not accepted. Stealing and 

coming late must be punished (2,3,7,9,10,12,14). If not, other employees may see this as acceptable 

behavior and copy it. Once it is understood that coming late and stealing leads to dismissal people tend to 

come on time and refrain from stealing. One can also educate people to be on time and to take 

responsibility. However, taking initiative and taking responsibilities are not easy to be taught. However, 

being consistent in one’s own behavior and rewarding initiative, and leading by example helps to create a 

company culture where employees grow in taking initiative and responsibility. It will take time but 

employees are sensible to the company culture. The western entrepreneurs build on the drive and energy 

people in Africa display and enjoy the warm business culture. They try to understand the underlying code 

of conduct when an employee expresses unexpected behavior and refrain from judging at first sight.  
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6.5 Enabling environment 
Paul Collier labeled the institutional environment in most African countries as “weak”. Weak institutions 

fail to enforce law and regulations and there is a de facto discretion with respect to application of laws 

and regulations. Formal rules are subject to frequent changes and when the power base shifts laws and 

regulations follow the shift quickly. In general, large companies have more problems with weak 

institutions because they are more visible than smaller companies. For the enabling environment the 

following issues appeared to be significant for the business context: corruption, vertical networks and 

complex regulations (all interviewees). Vertical networks are relations people have with people, usually 

government representatives, with more power. The relations are characterized by patrimonialism and 

clientelism. During the interview there was also some time spend discussing the support of the western 

diplomatic framework in Africa, the legal system, the infrastructure, violence and ethnic diversity in 

Africa. 

 

Corruption is by all interviewees seen as a severe cause for hampering economic development and for 

creating an environment that is sometimes almost hostile for doing business in Africa (all interviewees). 

Corruption is everywhere in Africa: in all countries and at every layer of the government and with all 

government representatives. When it comes to dealing with corruption all interviewees make a distinction 

between several forms of corruption. It is possible to define three categories of corruption. The first 

category is small corruption also called coffee-money. This concerns small amounts that you need to pay 

to lower government officials for instance at the airport or at roadblocks. Not paying affects personal 

safety (2,3,11,12,14). The only way you can overcome these bribes is that you have a network with 

government officials in high places, that you can reach out to at the moment you are requested to pay the 

coffee money.  Next, there are bribes requested by lower government representatives as a result of 

checking your operations against regulations (interviewee1-15, 16,18). Where your operations do not 

meet government regulations a finding is listed. The findings result is fines. Companies can pay the fine 

or bribe the government official to withdraw the findings. Lastly there are the bribes to buy projects and 

other things you are not necessarily entitled to. In case of large projects high government officials are 

involved in awarding the project to the company of their choice. They favor the company that is inclined 

to pay the largest bribe (all interviewees).  

 

Corruption is everywhere, very open and it is really difficult to refrain from participating. It has been part 

of the African societies for a long time and is deeply rooted in society. Some governments attempt to 

diminish corruption. In these countries laws are in place to fight corruption, but the non-corruption policy 

is usually not maintained. However, corruption in some countries like Kenya seems to become less. There 

is a lot of pressure from the press and the citizens to refrain from corruption. It becomes more normal for 

companies not to participate in corruption.  

 

Companies advise to refrain from corruption as much as possible (all interviewees). In the first category 

of corruption your personal safety may be at stake when you do not pay. If your personal safety is at stake 

you must however succumb to paying the bribes. Lower civil servants supply their usually meagre salary 

with what they call “coffee money” (2,3,11,12,14).  

 

The second category of corruption is easier to avoid. In case a government representative comes to check 

the operations against regulations and comes up with a list of findings, it is advised to pay the fines and 
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then tackle the findings to ensure that you operate in accordance to government regulations. Note that the 

fines usually are usually valid fines. If you pay the official to disregard the findings the official is likely to 

come back for more. This can result in increasingly frequent check and increasing bribes. When a 

company sticks to paying fines and refrains from paying bribes government officials start to recognize the 

image of a non-paying company. You can pro-actively build the image that you do not participate in 

corruption. Some companies recognize that you can pay for a one off to get something you are entitled to 

anyway. The bribe usually speeds up the process. If you keep being bothered to pay “fines” your network 

within the government can help you to stop this from happening (1,2,4,8,9,11,13,14,16,19).  

 

The third form of corruption is related to reciprocity in relations. If a government official grants you a 

contract, he expects something in return (all interviewees). This does not always mean that money needs 

to be paid. Often returning the favor can take the form of jobs for family members or friends. By the way, 

boards of directors from big African firms expect the same when a contract is granted. Many interviewees 

indicate that major sources for keeping corruption going are World Bank, the UN and large NGOs 

(2,3,7,10). World Bank, UN and large NGOs define projects for development that come with large sums 

of money. African officials are in charge of awarding projects to contractors and their main question is 

"what is in it for me". In general, the larger the project, the larger the amount government officials claim 

for granting the project. Also here corruption seems to become less accepted in Kenya due to the pressure 

from the press and the citizens. Companies that do not do business with or via the government are not 

confronted with this kind of corruption. In the business to business environment contracts are awarded 

based on personal relations and trust.  

 

All interviewees indicate that 

corruption is very bad for doing 

business. Some interviewees however 

point out that in the west corruption 

has taken a more sophisticated form in 

lobbying (15,19). They all indicate 

that if possible the best option is to 

refrain from participation in 

corruption. Interviewees admit that 

when personal safety is at stake you 

cannot avoid paying a bribe. The 

second form of corruption can be 

avoided by paying fines and 

preventing findings. The image of a non-bribing company helps to prevent government officials to keep 

coming back to try to win a bribe. Companies that do not participate in tenders coming via the 

government are less confronted with the third form of corruption.  

 

The second aspect of the enabling institutional environment concerns the vertical networks. Vertical 

networks are relations people have with people in the government. People in the government usually have 

more power than citizens. Networks are very important in Africa (all interveiwees). People have always 

lived and still live and work in tribal structures. This is deeply rooted in the society from top (politics) to 

bottom. All interviewees indicate that in Africa having a network in government and relevant parastatal 
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institutions is very beneficial for doing business. Entrepreneurs need a network within the government, 

and among government officials it is very much appreciated if you build one. From the minister down it is 

beneficial to know all relevant people personally, especially, if you need to deal with people often. 

Networking comes with the obligation of reciprocity. People ensure benefits from their network and thus 

for instance secure jobs for other people in their network. The network in the government protects you 

from the lack of compassion with citizens expressed by lower government representatives. When 

something goes wrong you need to have a network to circumvent the decision makers either to ensure that 

things that you need done get done or go higher go higher up for a favorable decision 

(1,3,4,9,10,13,15,16). When one has a network within the government it becomes easier to get licenses 

and permits for operations.  

 

There seems to be a big difference between Anglophone and Francophone countries in the way a 

government is organized (17,19,20). Especially in Francophone countries the government is very large. 

There are a lot of institutions that will want to hand out a permit due to some law. Government officials 

extra make money out of handing out permits. So, government officials are very strict on regulations. 

There is little room for creativity from their side, when it comes to obligations from citizens based on 

regulations (1,9). This is not beneficial for the business context.  

 

The third aspect of the enabling institutional environment concerns the complex regulations 

(1,4,13,14,16). The regulations in Africa are very complex and are subject to frequent changes. There is 

little transparency in what is going on before the change is effectuated. If you want to start a company, 

every day someone turns up with some rule or obligation. If you are really small, you can escape this 

since no one cares about your company. When you grow, your visibility gets bigger and government 

representatives will start checking whether you adhere to the rules. You can on purpose deviate from 

existing regulations if you know how to use your network. Only in Zimbabwe parastatal institutions are 

said to be flexible, agile and focused on solutions. The institutions have created an extremely beneficial 

for entrepreneurs to invest and to establish a business. Cooperation between companies is very good also 

between western companies and Zimbabwean companies (18). 

 

Next to the corruption, vertical networks and complex bureaucracy the diplomatic framework, the legal 

system, the infrastructure, violence and ethnic diversity in Africa have been discussed with the 

interviewees.  

 

With regard to support of the diplomatic framework for operation of western companies in Africa, all 

respondents denied that nowadays the diplomatic framework is supportive for western companies to start 

and persevere operational activities in Africa. The diplomatic framework does not create a positive image 

of African countries for doing business. There are many opportunities and Africa is developing rapidly. 

Western companies can help to do business and this way help to develop Africa. Many people in Africa 

have dreams and you can help them to turn their dreams into reality. For larger companies the World 

Bank and the Dutch diplomatic network are important, since they are the major financing partners for 

projects (1,2,3,5,6). The diplomatic framework does not emphasize the opportunities Africa offers to 

western entrepreneurs.  
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Companies indicate that it would be beneficial for western companies – especially SMEs) to formulate an 

integrated approach for doing business in Africa. Embassy staff can align with the African local 

government on regulations that will benefit and not hamper cooperation with western companies, based 

on an agenda set after deliberation with western companies aspiring to do business in Africa. The 

opportunities the continent offers should be made explicit. With support of the diplomatic framework and 

local government companies can contribute way more to the economic development and the wellbeing of 

people in a country. When formulating an integrated approach, the focus should not only be on the 

opportunities for large firms but also for small and medium enterprises (10).  

 

For Africa it is beneficial to create a business environment and to stimulate economic development and 

business initiatives to develop themselves. NGOs and World bank and other supranational organizations 

violate that principle, since they bring free money with little or no obligations attached (2,3,7,10). With 

good intentions these organizations sponsor projects for development to be executed. The money to 

enable African and western businesses to execute these projects flows via governmental institutions. 

Government representatives are heavily involved in selection of the entrepreneurs for participation in the 

projects. Entrepreneurs are awarded part of the execution of projects financed by supranational 

organizations by bribing African government officials. This way World Bank, UN and similar 

organizations contribute heavily to continuation of corruption in Africa. Besides, businesses are the main 

driver of economic development. Free money is not. It is better to implement the requirements for a 

supportive business environment in the form of humanitarian aid. Humanitarian aid is often delivered in 

services and not in money and hence is less susceptible to corruption.  

 

Another major difference between Africa and Europe is the role of the legal system in case of disputes 

between parties (2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,14,15,17,18,20). In Africa it is useless to take a case to court. The 

outcome of legal processes is highly unpredictable and the outcome is related to the extension of the 

networks that parties have and the price they can pay to get the case solved. The legal system in Africa is 

partial and corrupt. For cooperation and disputes between companies it is more effective to build on the 

trust that has been created in the relationship. Once you have built mutual trust there will be no issues in 

the future. Reaching out personally and building on the mutual relationship issues can be discussed and 

solved. This also related to the fact that formal documents are not important in Africa; it is the personal 

relations that count. This is a better solution than going to court. If you take a case to court your 

relationship is finished and your business cooperation with that. Financial disputes can be prevented by 

asking upfront payments and ensure irrevocable letters of credit. Social pressure is also very effective in 

Africa to ensure timely payments. Large companies that deal with major contracts register the contracts 

under British law to ensure that parties keep their contractual obligations. These companies ensure that in 

case of a conflict they use a court outside the African country that they are working in, for instance a 

court in the UK.  

 

In Africa explicit ethnic diversity exists, while in Europe ethnic diversity is less obvious and deep rooted.  

Social patterns in Africa are very complicated because of the mix of people that live in Africa. The 

differences exist between countries, between ethnic groups and tribes within a country and between men 

and women. Many countries do not only have different tribes, but also Arabs, Indians and white 

westerners. Doing business is affected by different ethnicities in Africa. First of all, people tend to trust 

members of their own tribe and it takes time for them to trust members of other tribes. The same is 
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relevant for people of other religions. Christians trust Christians and distrust Muslims and the other way 

around (1). In addition, different ethnicities have different qualities (2,3,5,9,13,19). You need to take that 

into account when hiring or subcontracting. African managers hiring HR staff tend to favor either people 

from their family or people from their own tribe. Government institutions tend to hire staff that belongs to 

the ruling tribe. The exception is Zimbabwe where in all institutions and at all levels a mix of ethnic 

groups can be found (18). 

 

Since there is always distrust amongst people from different tribes, it is easy for conflicts to arise 

(1,2,8,10,15,19). Politics keeps the intertribal conflict going by favoring one tribe over another. You will 

experience some tension in your company if there are intertribal conflicts if you have a mixed staff. 

However, do not let political conflicts between tribes affect your staff.  

 

Companies usually ensure a mix of ethnicities in their staffing and select based on knowledge and skills. 

People from different tribes tend to cooperate well within companies. This way, your company can be an 

example for other companies on Africa (2,5,6,8,11,13,14,15). Companies that try to employ educated 

women mention the fact that often high educated women are all from the same tribe, in which it is 

customary to educate women. 

 

The infrastructure and related challenges have been discussed. In general, all over Africa infrastructure is 

said to be a challenge (1,2,3,4,5,7,9,15,16,18,19). Infrastructure does not only refer to the roads, railways 

and ferries, but also to electricity, supply of water and similar. It is more difficult to get somewhere 

physically and amenities like electricity are unreliable if at all available. Transport is time-consuming, 

costly and it is less clear when stuff will arrive. If you need to go somewhere you need to take everything 

you need with you. There are no shops along the way so you need to be prepared for journey and work. 

The extent to which amenities and road are operational differs from country to country.  

 

Companies that are successfully operating in Africa accept the bad infrastructure, live with it and take it 

into account when quoting projects and calculating travel time. For a number of interviewees, the lacking 

infrastructure was a major business opportunity. In some countries the government is rapidly attacking the 

infrastructural challenges for improvements.  

 

Finally, the presence and threat of violence and war are another aspect of the business environment in 

Africa. In general, Africa is full of conflicts often rooted in ethnicity. However, most interviewees said 

that this has not affected their businesses. Some other interviewees have been confronted by war or have 

even fled the country in which they operated (2,6,9,13,19). During the interviews it has been suggested 

that violence is linked to short term focus and impulsivity of African people. This statement can be the 

basis for further research.  
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7 Conclusions  
 

The main question underlying this research concerns the way in which western companies and African 

people and companies can cooperate successfully in Africa to ensure a sustainable handling of e-waste. 

This way, the current decay of the natural environment and the damage to human health near dumping 

sites can be countered. The research question and sub questions aim to gain understanding how the 

cooperation between western companies and African partners can be shaped in a way that incorporates 

both (aspects of) Africa and western values and ways of working to create synergy in the cooperation. 

Sub questions were formulated to define what capacities need to be in place according to the model for 

capacity building by Kroesen et al. (2015) and how this will affect the handling of e-waste in a 

sustainable way in Africa. In this chapter the research questions will be answered based on the outcomes 

of the interviews. The answers will first be formulated in general terms, since none of the respondents are 

active in the e-waste sector. Then the answers will be applied to the sustainable handling of e-waste in 

Africa. In the last paragraph there is a reflection on the use of the theoretical model used in this thesis.  

 

7.1 Operational activities of western companies in Africa 
First of all, it must be noted that, based on the interviews it must be concluded that there are ample 

possibilities for western companies to have operational activities in Africa. This is completely in line with 

the statements in “Doing Business in Africa” (Van Lem, et al. 2013). Interviewees indicate that in many 

sectors there is need for products, services and solutions that can be provided by western companies. 

Especially tourism, agriculture and the energy sector offer ample room for economic development.   

 

This research hoped to discover how western professional business values and African values can be 

blended in doing business in Africa. It was expected that the cooperation will be based on a trade-off 

between western ways of working and African social grain and that the cooperation would build on 

possible synergies by combining strengths from both social environments. Western companies that 

operate successfully in Africa indeed blend both types of values. The companies stick to professional 

business values like coming on time, keeping appointments and refraining from stealing. They impose 

western professional business values on their employees and suppliers. Ensuring western professional 

business values within their company requires leading by example and punishing everybody who does not 

apply to the rules.  

 

Equally important is the fact that interviewees try to refrain from corruption and rent-seeking as much as 

possible. Not only when projects awarded by higher government representatives are at stake most western 

companies retreat unless they can get the project without paying bribes. However, in some sectors it is 

difficult or impossible to do business without bribing government officials to award the project. African 

government officials checking adherence to regulations will waver findings in exchange of bribes. 

Western companies avoid paying bribes this kind of bribes and rather take action to become compliant 

with regulations and thus avoid the same findings in the future. This is in line with western attitudes to 

corruption.  

 

The first sub question in this category relates to the knowledge that African partners need to have in order 

to complement the technical knowledge of western companies. Interviewees have indicated that in general 
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the vocational training in Africa is up to standard. The percentage of people with sufficient vocational 

training may be low in comparison with western countries, but the required knowledge and often 

complemented with the required experience is available. The challenge is to find the people and establish 

that they have indeed the required knowledge and skills during the employee selection process. In West-

Africa however, companies experience a substantial lack of technological insights and that hampers 

business performance. As a result, operations need to be monitored closely to avoid mistakes and safety 

incidents. In many cases, advanced technical knowledge needs to be brought in by western specialists. In 

East Africa required technological knowledge is available or can be acquired by training on the job. More 

problematic is the fact that employees have the required knowledge, but lack experience to apply the 

knowledge.  

 

More difficult to handle is the fact that African people are not accustomed to planning and taking 

initiative. According to interviewees the lack of planning and taking initiatives is deeply rooted in the 

culture and is not taught during education and up-bringing. Taking initiative can be stimulated by 

rewarding this behavior. The fact that Africans don’t plan needs to be complemented by planning done by 

westerners. However, in Africa as well as in Europe things do not go according to plan. Unforeseen 

events come up and interviewees have indicated that Africans are more flexible to deal with unforeseen 

circumstances and they build on the African creativity and flexibility in case a planning is disrupted. This 

again is an example how western professional business capabilities (in this case “planning”) are blended 

with African capabilities (creativity and flexibility) to deal with the unexpected.  

 

The second sub question, which relates to the way that existing values and attitudes, beliefs are embedded 

in the existing social grain in Africa and affect cooperation of African companies and African people is 

already described above. There are two important aspects of the social grain that need to be taken into 

account by western companies aspiring to do business in Africa. The first aspect is the fact that relations 

in Africa are built on trust and thus personal relations are important. Compared to western countries, in 

Africa it is less customary to use email and phone-calls to substitute face-to-face meetings. Interviewees 

indicate that without these personal connections it is difficult or even impossible to do business in Africa. 

All interviewees welcome the personal relations and they value the warm context that comes with doing 

business building and having the personal relations. Second important aspect of the social grain is the role 

of the extended family networks. From literature it already became clear that networks of family and kin 

are the context in which individuals operate. These networks however come with mutual obligations. 

Your network takes care of you when you become unemployed or ill. In return you share with your 

family. For SMEs that means that they will first share proceeds with the extended family, before investing 

in the growth of their company. There is constant pressure to ensure benefits for family or clan members. 

For western companies operating in Africa that means that employees will always try to secure a job for 

their kin. Also HR managers will try to employ their family or clan members and make this prevalent 

over selection based on capacities. Hiring employees based on their social ties with the HR manager 

results in staff that will lack required knowledge and experience and will thus harm the operations of the 

company. Western managers will therefore be highly involved in the selection of staff members and the 

promotion of employees to prevent staff lacking the required knowledge and experience. Next to that 

there is the risk of imbalance within the staff given the significant role of clans and families in African 

societies. One clan of family will start to dominate the company and exert power over other employees. 

Western managers therefore ensure a mix of ethnicities and families.  
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In the chapter 4 it was already mentioned that the model on capacity building will be complemented by 

the model on 7 cultural dimensions as described by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (Trompenaars, 

Hampden-Turner, 1993) and one dimension from the model on cultural differences by Hofstede. Below, 

the outcome of the interviews is plotted on the 8 dimensions.  

- Particularistic versus Universalistic: The importance of personal networks in Africa is reflected in the 

outcome of the interviews. Without personal networks it is difficult to do business. Maintaining 

personal relations because it is an important for achieving something is a characteristic of a 

particularistic society. Western entrepreneurs experience this as a major difference with doing 

business in western countries, where people have a more universalistic orientation.  

- Communitarianism versus Individualism: Interviewees have stressed the difference in culture in this 

dimension as well. In Africa, people will try to ensure benefits for the group they belong to, if needed 

at the cost of other groups. This, for instance, partly explains the habit of stealing from people outside 

their extended family. In western countries people are more individualistic according to the 

interviewees and will try to make a career for themselves without ensuring benefits for their kin.  

- Neutral versus Affective: In affective cultures it is customary to express emotions (Balan, Vreja, 

2013). Interviewees have indicated that Africans are warm and “know how to throw a party”, but 

there was no reference to similar or contrasting behavior in western countries. So, the outcome of the 

interviews neither confirms nor contradicts a difference with regard to this dimension.  

- Diffusive versus Specific: Personal and professional lives of people in diffuse cultures overlap, since 

they believe that having good personal connections is the basis for successful cooperation. In African 

countries personal relationships guide cooperation and are extremely important to build trust. In 

western countries people build cooperation on mutual goals and personal relations are less important. 

Interviewees have mentioned big differences between the African business context and the western 

business context in this respect.  

- Ascribed versus Achieved status. Interviewees see clear differences between a western culture where 

status is achieved and not so much ascribed, and the African culture where your network and your 

place in the network define who you are.  

- Synchronic versus Sequential Time. People who are part of a culture with a sequential time orientated 

culture attribute high value to being on time and to planning. Interviewees, who all have a western 

background and are therefore sequential oriented, have experienced difficulties in ensuring that 

people in Africa plan activities and stick to their appointments and commitments. People in Africa 

typically are part of a synchronic oriented culture.  

- Externalism versus Internalism. This dimension has not been explicitly addressed during the 

interviews. However, it has become clear that people in Africa take their environment (natural as well 

as social and institutional) for granted to a greater extent than people in western countries. African 

people tend to go with the flow (Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner 1993).  

- Power distance – this dimension is taken from the model on cultural dimensions defined by Hofstede 

(Hofstede, 2011): People in Africa are affected by a strong sense of hierarchy. The refrain from 

taking initiative and are prone to do as told and nothing more. This, in turn affects the sense of 

responsibility to ensure that everything that needs to be done is done. Western countries are less 

hierarchy oriented and people try to ensure that they maintain professional standards of operations 

even if this means executing activities outside their direct area of responsibility.  
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The plotting of the outcome of the interviews on the model for cultural dimensions shows significant 

differences between the western business context and the African business context. These differences in 

culture affect the cooperation between people. In order to operate successfully it is necessary for 

entrepreneurs to understand the local business context and how this differs from their own culture 

(Darley, Blankson, 2008). 

 

The third sub question aims to find an indication on how and to what extent the existing institutional 

environment embedded in the existing social grain (social institutions, policies and regulations supporting 

particular values and attitudes, organization for capacity building) enables western companies to operate 

in the African business context. From the interviews it has become clear that the existing institutional 

environment in Africa is far from supportive in most countries. Two aspects of the institutional 

environment hamper western entrepreneurs in doing business. The ever present corruption when 

governments put out tenders and the lack of support from the diplomatic framework drives up costs of 

doing business and is against operating principles of many Western companies. A major source of 

funding for projects awarded to the government are supranational institutions like the World Bank and the 

UN. These supranational institutions are thus highly involved in continued corruption at high level in the 

government. The second aspect of weak institutions that is a challenges for western companies is the lack 

of support from the diplomatic framework. The diplomatic framework is aimed at intergovernmental 

relations and does not focus on enabling intercompany cooperation. Companies are missing a plan that 

results from deliberation involving ministry of foreign affairs, embassies and companies of all sizes with 

the potential to do business in Africa. This way all relevant actors can act in accordance to the plan and 

aligned goals. Nowadays, every actor acts as he sees fit based on the situation at hand.    

 

Based on the literature it was expected that unreliable infrastructure and an unreliable legal system 

resulting from weak institutions would also hamper business in Africa. However, although in accordance 

with the outcome of the literature on the link between weak institutions and unreliable infrastructure is 

confirmed by the interviewees, the lack of reliable infrastructure is taken as a given. Companies know that 

the infrastructure is unreliable if available at all and either work around it or organize themselves what 

they can (e.g. provision of energy). With regard to the lack of a trustworthy legal system, companies 

indicate that they rather solve issues between partner using their personal relations. In case of a 

disagreement between parties it is best to have a meeting in person, discuss the issue, work out a and keep 

the cooperation effective.   

 

In line with the findings in the literature review interviewees indicate that doing business is influenced, 

but not hampered by ethnic diversity. Even though ethnic diversity plays a big role in most African 

societies, people from different ethnic backgrounds can cooperate in a business setting. This however 

needs to be managed continuously and creating a workforce consisting of a mix of people from diverse 

backgrounds is the key condition for success.  

 

In general, it can be stated that despite challenges, doing business in Africa is feasible. In order to be 

successful western people who embrace this challenge have to be able to adapt to the uncertain African 

business context, have to be flexible with regard to long term and in many cases even short term planning. 

Western people aspiring to do business in Africa should invest in building a network and enjoy the 

warmth of personal relations in business. Challenges, like lack of technical knowledge and experience, 
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the influence of family networks and lack of adequate infrastructure, can be dealt with. The challenge of 

corruption is more difficult to cope with and can best be avoided by refraining from doing business with 

the government and addressing findings from compliancy checks instead of paying bribes in exchange for 

ignoring the findings. 

 

 

7.2 Implications for sustainable handling of e-waste 
In this section we discuss the implications arising from the above conclusions for a deeper insight in the 

potential for, and the problems of cooperation between western companies and African partners to 

instigate cooperation for handling e-waste in a sustainable manner, in line with the final research question 

which is phrased as “which opportunities and which challenges exist for the cooperation between western 

companies and African people, businesses and organizations in the e-waste sector?”.  

 

In the proposal for sustainable handling of e-waste presented in this thesis the process for sustainable 

handling of e-waste near dumping sites in Africa consists of two complementary activities. The first 

activity will be executed by SMEs and people working in the informal sector and consists of dismantling 

e-waste mechanically. The second part of the process is the use of advanced technology, in the hands of 

western companies (Trischer, Oldenziel, 2016), to harvest valuable materials. So, in order to handle e-

waste in this way cooperation between western companies and African SMEs and people in the African 

business context is necessary. The implications for the cooperation will be described using the model for 

capacity building by Kroesen et al. (2015). With regard to the complex technology for harvesting valuable 

materials from e-waste two issues need to be addressed: the implementation of the equipment on the 

required sites and the knowledge of African employees to work with the equipment once it is installed. 

 

From the interviews it has become clear that shipping to and installation of complex technology in Africa 

comes with two kinds of challenges: The equipment needs to pass the border and border officials will try 

to benefit from the attempt to import equipment into the country. Companies will be confronted with 

bribing. For implementation of the complex equipment western companies usually use western experts. 

Where possible the staff will be complemented with local employees.  

 

Once the equipment is installed companies will require staff with sufficient technical knowledge and 

experience to operate the equipment. Companies bringing their technology for sustainable handling of e-

waste will encounter a level of technological knowledge that will have to complemented before African 

employees can work with it. Near the large dumping sites in West Africa the lack of adequate knowledge 

and insights to operate advanced technology will be a challenge and substantial effort in education will 

have to complement existing knowledge and experience. In East Africa staff with required the vocational 

training will be available and it is expected that after a short learning curve employees will be able to 

operate the advanced technology up to standard. Also employees with higher technical education and with 

adequate managerial skills will be available in East Africa. In all cases it must be noted that people with 

relevant technical knowledge are less readily available than in western countries. This relative scarcity 

causes tendency to switch to a better paying company. It will thus require substantial effort to find, hire 

and keep adequate staff in e-waste plants. In addition, it must be noted that, despite the fact that relevant 

technical knowledge is available, planning of maintenance and upgrading of equipment will have to be 

closely monitored by western people. African people are short term oriented and in many cases refrain 
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from planning maintenance activities that are required to keep the complex technology for harvesting 

valuable minerals safe and operational. 

 

Social grain in Africa will demand that western management keeps personal ties with all stakeholders. 

These stakeholders include all relevant government officials, suppliers and local authorities. This will 

help getting and keeping required licenses and permits. It will also help to ensure a stable flow of 

dismantled e-waste to the plant if personal ties exist between plant management and supplier of 

dismantled e-waste. This needs to be outsourced to trustworthy middle men, since probably the number of 

SME’s and people that need to supply dismantled e-waste will be large. Continuous personal interaction 

with employees is also required to ensure that they work in accordance to the standards that are required 

by plant management for safe and efficient operations. In case of vacancies management will need to be 

personal involved in the selection process to ensure that qualified people are hired. In light of the mutual 

obligations of the social networks like extended family, employees will try to ensure jobs for their family 

members despite their lack of skills. Plant management also needs to be involved in the selection of staff 

in case of vacancies to ensure a mix of families and clans. It must be concluded that plant management is 

more involved in all aspects of management of the facilities and projects than in a western business 

context. 

 

Most challenges will be encountered in the institutional environment. Most probably western companies 

will need to ensure license to establish a business and import technology. This will most probably be a 

lengthy process with unsure outcome. A personal connection to the relevant government officials will 

help to solve this issue. Nevertheless, once government officials understand that the business case for 

harvesting valuable materials is profitable they will ensure their share of the benefits in. Import of 

technology will also be hampered by requests for bribed by lower government officials. Personal 

networks with high government officials will help to ensure that equipment can be imported. 

 

Western companies aspiring to cooperate in Africa to handle e-waste in a sustainable way will encounter 

several challenges. These challenges will have to be tackled with patience and investments in personal 

relationships with decision makers. Nevertheless, patience and building personal networks will help to 

establish a profitable business that has a very positive effect on the people and nature around dumping 

sites.   

 

 

7.3 Implications for the theoretical model  
Based on the findings in this research the theoretical model for capacity building can be refined when 

focused on doing business. The model is build up of three different layers. However, within the layers 

some aspects are way more important than others for doing business.  

 

For the IESA factor the difference between transferable knowledge and competences needs to be made. 

Knowledge consists of two types of knowledge: Knowledge that is codified, also referred to as explicit 

knowledge, is easily transmitted to others. This knowledge is often written down, displayed in pictures or 

handed down verbally. Tacit knowledge is usually not codified and is more difficult to transfer. Tacit 

knowledge is gained via training or via personal experience. An important aspect of tacit knowledge in a 

business environment concern the skills required to do a job (Hicks, Dattero, Galup, 2007). Knowledge 
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that is transferrable, can be supplied if the educational system has failed to provide this. Lack of tacit 

knowledge, in the interviews referred to as “skills”, is more difficult to complement. In Africa, 

competence to apply knowledge is lacking in many cases and thus knowledge is not always useful in an 

entrepreneurial setting. In an entrepreneurial setting planning and taking initiative are important. These 

competences do not only rely on knowledge how to plan or how to take initiative, but they are linked to 

attitudes. Planning and taking initiative are competences that get built during upbringing. A third angle is 

the capacity for self-development and thus enhancing the building of additional knowledge and 

competences. The model for capacity building can be refined in order to support the distinction between 

transferable knowledge and competences. A factor that indicates how well people are adept at self-

development should also be included in the model because this gives an indication of the speed with 

which people can incorporate new knowledge and extend their capabilities. 

 

Values, attitudes and beliefs are the basis for the behavior of people. However, the values, beliefs and 

attitudes underlying the behavior are difficult to make explicit. The model for capacity building can be 

supplemented with behavioral or cultural characteristics. The model by Trompenaars et al. (Trompenaars, 

Hampden-Turner, 1993) can serve to define the dimensions. Several instruments coming from other 

disciplines like social psychology exist to measure how different people participating in the cooperation 

are. Linking the measured differences to the success of the project a prediction model can be made that 

defines what dimensions affect the cooperation and to what extent. This will make the factor “VAB” in 

the model for capacity building more useful for prediction of capacity building in certain locations and 

situations. 

 

The institutional environment in Africa differs from the one in Europe in several ways: governmental 

institutions and related corruption versus apparent absence of corruption; unreliable versus adequate 

infrastructure; an unpredictable functioning legal system versus a responsible functioning legal system; 

complex and unclear regulations versus clarity in applicable regulations. In the model as presented by 

Kroesen et al.(2015) all these different aspects are gathered in one factor labeled IE. Based on the 

outcome of the interviews it is necessary to further detail this factor with the major challenges that seem 

to hamper doing business in Africa. Different aspects of the institutional environment will have a different 

coefficient to stress differences in effect. Scoring these four aspects of the institutional environment on a 

scale, that needs to be developed, and multiplying by the relevant coefficient can give an indication 

whether to what extent the institutional in a country is enabling or not.  

 

 

7.4 Capacity building: a new model  
Based on the outcome of this research the theoretical model for capacity building (Kroesen et al, 2015) 

can be re-defined or detailed in the following way: 

 

C = f(IESA + VAB + IS)  

 

The knowledge related factor IESA can be detailed as follows:  

IESA = f (aEK + bTC + cCAP) where EK stands for Explicit Knowledge, TC stands for Tacit Knowledge 

and CAP refers to capability. The letters a, b, and c are invariables. Since capabilities are more important 

than knowledge and tacit knowledge is more important than explicit knowledge:  c > b > a. 
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The values-related factor VAB can be detailed based on the most relevant dimensions of Trompenaars 

(Trompenaars et al. 1993) and the dimension on power distance (Hofstede, 2011). It is assumed, and this 

needs to be researched further, that the following dimension will affect capacity building more than the 

other dimensions:  

- Ascribed versus Achieved status.  

- Externalism versus Internalism.  

- Power distance. 

All three dimensions refer to the extent an individual thinks he can change his life by taking actions. If 

individuals feel that they cannot influence their fate, status or level of autonomy they are likely to refrain 

from building capacities to improve their lives. The factor for values, attitudes and beliefs should thus be 

formulated as follows: 

 

VAB = f (Sach + EXT - PD) 

In this formula Sach stands for the extent that status is achieved. EXT stands for externalist orientation. 

PD stands for the extent that power distance affects behavior of people. Both Sach and EXT are positives, 

since they refer to the extent that people feel they can influence their fate. PD is a negative since it can be 

assumed that people that are affected by power distance are less likely to try to improve their situation.  

 

Last but not least factor concerning the enabling institutional environment IE can be detailed as follows: 

IE = f (- CORmax - COR min * REG + INF) 

CORmax refers to corruption by high government officials. It concerns usually large sums of money and 

is in most cases difficult to avoid when doing business with government.  

CORmin * REG refers to the combination of complex regulations (REG) and attempts for bribery in case 

of incompliancy with regulations. Since both types of corruption hamper business initiatives they are 

include as a negative in the equation. 

INF refers to the extent that reliable infrastructure is in place that enables doing business.  
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8 Reflection on the results of the interviews and the conclusions 
This chapter contains a reflection on the results of the interviews. As stated in the introduction to chapter 

6 it must be noted that the support for the results described in Chapter 6 is larger than the numbers behind 

the statements indicating the interviewees that were explicit on the statement suggest. Apart from 

answering the questions interviewees were invited to illustrate their statements with examples and all 

interviewees have taken that opportunity to elaborate on their personal experience in great detail. Some 

experiences have been used in this thesis as illustration. Unfortunately, there was no possibility to capture 

all the personal stories, but they contributed to a large extend to my understanding of the African business 

context in the broadest sense of this term.  

 

None of the interviewees had experience with the handling of e-waste. As stated before the number of 

companies that have the required knowledge to harvest valuable material from e-waste is limited. 

Companies in the e-waste sector having operational activities in Africa is even more limited. 

Unfortunately, it was impossible to ensure cooperation of e-waste handling companies with experience in 

Africa for this research. Nevertheless, the people that participated in the interviews combined generate an 

extensive overview of the African business context and e-waste companies can build on the combined 

experience of people working in high tech industries like meat-processing industry and chemical piping 

installations, people working in highly specialized project execution, and people who have run 

operational activities in African for more than 20 years. This makes this research a valuable starting point 

for e-waste handling companies with aspirations to tackle the large supply of high-graded ore and other 

minerals lying on dumping sites in Africa. 

 

The diplomatic framework can play an important role in initiating and continuing business opportunities 

for western entrepreneurs. Most interviewees indicated that currently they experience little support from 

the diplomatic framework. Some interviewees indicated that an integrated approach would be beneficial 

to increase the number of business opportunities in Africa. Although not specifically mentioned in the 

interviews, an integrated approach could focus on defining a strategy to start entrepreneurial initiatives in 

specific sectors and specific geographies in Africa. The strategy should focus on chances for large 

companies, but should pay at least as much attention for SMEs. Interviewees have indicated that there are 

ample opportunities for western SMEs in Africa, but that for many entrepreneurs the business context is 

too challenging to take the risk. Diplomatic organizations could help to reduce business risk by ensuring 

an introduction to the African way of doing business and by ensuring access to relevant government 

representatives.  

 

Another aspect that calls attention is the role and success rate of NGOs in Africa. Some interviewees 

make a distinction between two types of aid. The first type is the humanitarian aid in case of natural 

disasters and conflicts. This type of aid is emergency relief and consists of supplying food, clean water, 

shelter, medicine and medical facilities. This type of aid aims at ensuring survival of the people in Africa 

and will be dismantled as soon as possible. All interviewees agree that this type of aid is highly 

appreciated, highly respected and is to be continued. The second type of aid aims to implement structural 

solutions for problems often in local communities. The success rate of this kind of projects is very low 

and interviewees doubt whether the results justify the investments in time and money. According to 

interviewees many NGO-employees lack relevant knowledge of African values, attitudes and beliefs and 

insufficiently take the differences in culture into consideration when executing their projects. Western 
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ways of working are implemented without adaptation to the local African context. NGO employees are 

said to be idealistic, but not realistic. Worse, higher officials in these NGOs are said to be disconnected to 

the African way of life. The role of NGOs in contribution to the development of the African economy is 

therefore highly questionable. A detailed evaluation of the long term effects of NGO-initiated projects 

executed with integrity will identify the gap between original goals versus actual results. The causes of 

the gap can be analyzed using the model for capacity building as described by Kroesen et al. (2015) 

complemented with the models in cultural differences as described by Trompenaars (Trompenaars et al. 

1993) or Hofstede (Hofstede, 2011). 

 

A last reflection concerns the capacity model in light of the outcome of the interviews. In many 

interviews capacity was not only discussed “what people can do now”. The aspect of “what people will be 

capable of once they develop themselves” is a very important aspect in selecting and training employees. 

“What people are capable of when they train, develop, or otherwise explore their talents” is usually 

referred to as capabilities. Based on the personal experience of the interviewees it can be concluded that 

the capabilities in Africa are much larger than the current capacity. The possibilities in Africa to develop 

the knowledge and skills of people is huge. The enabling infrastructure leaves a lot of room for 

improvement and thus the possible acceleration of development in Africa. In the literature review Africa 

Van Lem et al. (2013) described Africa as the continent of potential. All interviewees agree that Africa is 

the most attractive continent for exploration of business initiatives and that the warm relations make 

doing business a pleasurable experience in a challenging environment.  
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9    Limitations and further research 
In this section the limitations of the research carried out and thus the conclusions drawn are spelled out. In 

addition, areas for further research are identified, that could be fruitful to undertake as a follow up to this 

initial exploratory research.  

 

 

9.1 Limitations 
The conclusions drawn in chapter 7 are based on interviews with people with experience of conducting 

operational business activities in Africa. All interviewees are Dutch. Other European countries have had 

colonies in Africa. This way they have imprinted some of their culture in several countries. This imprint 

will, positively or negatively, affect the way companies from the former colonial power cooperates with 

people, companies and institutions in the former colony. Since The Netherlands have hardly had any 

colonies in Africa, for a significant stretch of time the Dutch culture is hardly imprinted in any sub-

Saharan countries, with the exception of South-Africa. The conclusions of this research are therefor 

certainly valid for Dutch companies and may be less valid for companies from for instance France or the 

United Kingdom. Nevertheless, it must be noted that, especially when plotted against the cultural 

dimensions’ model by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (Trompenaars et al, 2013), the findings show 

great consistency. France, Germany and the U.K., for instance are also cultures that are individualistic, 

sequential oriented, focused on the specific and social status is from achievement more than achieved 

more than from ascription. So, the findings from this research are likely to be transferrable to a great 

extent to other countries in western Europe.  

 

In this study, Sub Saharan Africa was treated as a unified geographical entity, in keeping with its broad 

exploratory nature. However, big differences exist between the 49 countries that make up Sub Saharan 

Africa. There are vast differences in political stability, presence and type of natural resources, economic 

growth, forms of governance and other aspects of society. Further research may focus on the differences 

between African countries. Follow up research focusing on differences within Africa can be executed 

along several axes. One of these axes is the colonial history and another concerns differences between 

Anglophone and Francophone countries.  

 

The results depicted are based on a limited set of very diverse cases. Most of the cases in this study are 

relatively small companies. It was not possible to have interviews with large multinational companies 

with headquarters in The Netherlands. The multinational companies approached for participation in this 

research simply did not cooperate. Although the answers that were given during the interviews converged 

strongly in many instances, some of the outcomes of this study should be treated with care. Further 

research is needed to define to what extent doing business in Africa in a successful way could be different 

for SMEs versus large companies and branches of multinationals. 

 

9.2 Further research 
Based on the results of the research described in this thesis a number of areas for further research can be 

identified. In this section a number of the areas for further research are outlined.  
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Based on the outcome of this research it is possible to formulate general principles for successful 

cooperation between African people and companies and western companies in the African business 

context in general. The research question however is more specific. The research question concerns 

successful cooperation between African people and companies and western companies in the African 

business context focusing on sustainable handling of e-waste. This exploratory research can be 

complemented with in depth research on the specific knowledge, experience and competences relevant to 

the e-waste sector. Since even in western countries knowledge and technology for harvesting valuable 

materials is only done in a small number of specialized companies (Trischer, Oldenziel, 2016), is may be 

assumed that this knowledge and experience is not readily available in Africa.  

 

It is clear that education and upbringing create the basis for attitudes, values and beliefs in individuals 

(source). Further research is required how the existing upbringing in Africa affects the way African 

people interact with Western people and how this interaction can be improved from a business 

perspective. Attitudes with regard to planning, ownership of things and follow up on agreements can be 

improved in order to improve the success-rate of businesses in Africa.  

 

The outcome of this research represents the views and experiences of western, in this case Dutch, 

managers on African culture, its hurdles and challenges and its opportunities. Complementary research 

can be focused on the way African business people experience the western business culture, its hurdles 

and challenges and its opportunities. Outcome of the western view on the African business culture 

combined with outcome of the African view on western business culture will ensure a more complete 

understanding of the opportunities and challenges of cooperation between western companies and 

institutions on the one hand and African companies and institutions on the other hand. 

 

As stated earlier in this chapter, all of the respondents are Dutch and the Dutch did not have any colonies 

in Africa in the recent past. French and English people have had colonies in Africa in recent history. Their 

experience in African countries may differ from the experience Dutch people have in Africa with regard 

to doing business in Africa, since the English and the French may encounter characteristics stemming 

from their own colonial past. This research can therefore be replicated in the United Kingdom and in 

France in order to define commonalities and differences in experience with regard to doing business in 

Africa. 

 

Complementary to that is research that focusses on differences between Anglophone and Francophone 

countries. Many respondents with extensive experience in several countries in Africa have indicated that 

they experience a significant difference between Anglophone and Francophone countries. They 

experience for instance that Francophone countries are more bureaucratic than Anglophone countries. 

That is based on the experiences that the government and its related institutions consist of more 

organization layers and that there are more parastatal institutions. In Anglophone countries the 

respondents have experienced a bigger social distance between descendants from the colonial powers and 

the indigenous population. These two examples indicate that there may be a cultural difference between 

Anglophone and Francophone countries that may affect the business context.  
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The availability of IT and telecommunications in Africa is growing faster than anywhere in the world. 

During the first decade of the 21st century IT and mobile telecommunications sector in Africa has 

experienced a period of huge growth, skyrocketing investment and crucial technological advancement 

across the continent. This is the result of increased 3G network coverage and the growing availability of 

low-cost smartphones. Data traffic in Sub Saharan Africa is growing explosively and the market for 

mobile payments is among the most innovative in the world. In Kenya over 25% of GDP is based on 

payments done via M-PESA. Data traffic and mobile payments will change the way business is done in 

Africa (African Business, 2014). In addition, the availability of telecommunications and ICT allows for 

exploration of other cultures and social structures and even in Africa ICT and related connectivity become 

more and more available. The availability of ICT allows for the exchange of information while 

geographical distance becomes less relevant. The internet allows users to exchange information with 

anyone who has access to the internet. This way the internet has minimized spatial distances (Slavkovik, 

Dennis, Fischer, 2015). It is therefore likely that African entrepreneurs come in contact with other ways 

of doing business and other social contexts different from the context they know. It is recommended to 

establish how information technology will change the context for doing business in Africa.   

 

Many respondents have commented on the role of the World Bank, the UN and other supranational 

organizations. Main areas of critique related to financing of projects via governments and thus entrench 

corruption at the level of the national governments. National governments are often directly involved in 

deciding which companies will be involved in the projects sponsored by UN, World Bank or other 

supranational institutions. Interviewees have also criticized the role of NGOs since they tend to fund their 

projects with what in Africa is perceived as free money. It is valuable to analyze in how far the results of 

projects funded by NGOs are sustainable and what aspects of the projects ensure sustainable results.   

 

One of the respondents with extensive experience in Africa and currently focused on Zimbabwe indicated 

that despite the highly undemocratic government the business context in Zimbabwe is experienced as 

supportive by western companies. The level of education is relatively high, people are used to planning 

and are pro-active. The bureaucracy is said to be lean and apt to support entrepreneurs. Thus, despite the 

fact that Zimbabwe is ruled by a president that has the country in an iron grip, it seems a comfortable 

business environment for western companies. It would be valuable to further analyze what makes the 

business environment in Zimbabwe attractive for foreign companies. It also makes sense to see whether 

western companies that operate in Zimbabwe actually contribute to economic development of the country. 

Follow up research could explore whether the institutional environment in Zimbabwe is indeed positive 

for entrepreneurship and how recent developments in Zimbabwe will affect a change in the business 

context.  

 

Last but not least, it seems a valuable addition to develop a tool based on the model for capacity building 

refined with the model for cultural dimensions that can help to evaluate the cooperation between western 

people and companies and African people and companies in the African business context. Based on the 

assumption that successful cooperation is based on understanding of the differences in culture and 

creating a balanced mix of values where possible. This can help to understand why so many projects for 

instance by NGOs are failing or why some business initiatives by western entrepreneurs fail in Africa 

while others succeed.   
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Appendix 1 – Interview questions 
Note: A Dutch translation of this list has been used in most interviews since all interviewees were native 

Dutch speakers.  

 

Introduction 

In this section of the interview we are trying to establish a general picture of the company and the role and 

responsibilities of the interviewee. Next to that we are setting the stage for the interview and opening up 

the atmosphere.  

About the company and the interviewee: 

‐ What is the core business of your company? 

‐ What is the global presence of your company? What countries do you operate in? 

‐ Where in Africa are you doing business? What is the character of that business? What is the type of 

operations/activities that are executed in Africa? 

‐ What is your current role in the company? What are you responsible for? How long have you been in 

this position/role? 

‐ What was/is your role in the interaction in Africa? 

‐ What type of companies are you cooperating with in Africa (large, governmental, SMEs etc)? 

‐ What were the reasons for doing business in Africa? 

 

Questions about the business context 

In this section of the interview we are trying to define the major hurdles and opportunities related to the 

business context that the companies operate in in Africa. The business context in Africa is different from 

the business context in Europe or the USA. We are trying to establish how these differences affect doing 

business in Africa for western companies. We are also trying to see how a company can successfully 

operate in the African business context. 

‐ What are in your experience the major differences in the business context between Africa and 

Western Europe or North America? 

‐ What were the major hurdles that you come across that are related to issues outside your company? 

‐ In what way was the business climate in Africa supportive for doing business for your company? 

‐ What infrastructural challenges within the country did you experience? Were these issues structural?  

‐ What infrastructural challenges did you experience outside the country where you were doing 

business? Were these issues structural?  

‐ How does this affect the way you do business? What are the mains hurdles for business related to 

infrastructural challenges?  

‐ How does this affect the cost of doing business? 

 

Rent seeking & corruption 

In this section the answers to the questions should shed light on how western companies deal with rent-

seeking, corruption and paying for third party services (e.g. buying trust). Next tot that we will try to 

establish how vertical networks and family relations affect doing business in Africa. 

‐ In Africa, vertical networks play a role in access to resources, labor and government support. How 

have these networks and family relations affected the way you do business in Africa? How is the 
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existence of these networks beneficial for doing business? How do these networks affect doing 

business in a negative way?  

‐ What are you experiences with paying for services provided by third parties for their intermediary 

role in establishing business relations?  

‐ How have you ensured that parties keep their contractual obligations in a context where law 

enforcement is different from western law enforcement?  

‐ Have you been confronted with corruption while doing business in Africa? Can you describe the 

situation and the related demand? What are the strategies that a company can apply to deal with 

corruption? Does your company have a prescribed tactic to apply when facing corruption? 

‐ Africa: referred to as having weak institutions (Explain weak institutions)? How would you describe 

the institutions? How do institutions affect the way you do businesses? See Collier 

 

Social grain 

In this section the questions must lead to a view of the current social patterns in Africa and how 

businesses should take these patterns into account in order to be successful in doing business in Africa. 

‐ What differences do you experience in the social patterns in Africa compared to social patterns in 

western countries? Make social patterns explicit.  

‐ How is this reflected in business relations? 

‐ How is this reflected in relations with governmental institutions? 

‐ What are the positive sides from the way of working in Africa that western companies can build on? 

‐ What are the negative sides from the way of working in Africa that western companies better avoid? 

‐ How does the western focus on meritocracy affect business relations? 

‐ What characterizes a strong and productive business relation in Africa? 

‐ Do you see that social and cultural patterns in Africa are changing (e.g. due to recent developments in 

IT)? 

‐ Do you work with local entrepreneurs? If so, can you describe the cooperation (what work does the 

local counterpart perform, how big is the local firm, etc? What are the main challenges (e.g. lack of 

trained staff, inadequate infrastructure, lack of access to modern technology, different (from western) 

attitudes of staff etc.) you are facing when working with the local entrepreneur? What parts of the 

cooperation are really successful? How can you compare working with an African company as 

counterpart versus a western company as counterpart? 

‐ How do you mitigate risks that come with doing business in Africa? What are these risks? E.g. low-

trust. 

‐ In what way/How is the business ethics in Africa comparable with/different from western business 

ethics? 

‐ How would you characterize business relations in Africa (Formal, informal, predictable, 

unpredictable, agile etc.)? 

‐ How does the fact that many businesses in Africa operate in the illegal yet legitimate business affect 

your business? How can you make lasting contractual agreements with companies that operate in the 

illegal yet legitimate sector? How do you cooperate with companies in the informal economy? How 

does this differ from cooperation with companies in the formal economy? Is the difference big/small? 
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Environment 

In this section the questions are listed that explicitly relate to the environment but are not explicitly 

related to any of the sections before. 

‐ How are your operations affected by conflicts, war and other forms of violence? 

‐ How does the diplomatic framework support your company doing business in Africa? 

‐ Are you affected by property rights that are different from the ones you are used to? If so, how? 

‐ Is doing business for you affected by ethnic diversity in Africa? 

 

 

Other questions 

This sections allows for input from interviewees that has not yet been asked explicitly.  

‐ Would you describe the cooperation in Africa with African counterparts as successful or 

unsuccessful? 

‐ What is in your opinion key for doing business in Africa and be successful at that? 

‐ What are in your opinion the biggest hurdles and how can these be overcome? 

‐ How do you expect doing business in Africa will change over the next decade? 

‐ What other information about your experiences would you like add to all the answers that are already 

given? 

 

Closure of the interview 

‐ Quick recap of the most important topics 

‐ Thank you for cooperation 

‐ Results will be anonymized 

‐ You will receive the outcome of the interviews via email and you will receive an invite for a 

presentation that also allows for Q&A. 
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Appendix 2 – Geographic experience of interviewees 
 

 

 
Figure 2.  

Note: Two interviewees have extensive experience in almost every country in Sub-Saharan Africa.  
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Appendix 3 – List of interviewees 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


